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Terms: All prices F.O.B., AGS Footwear Group Warehouses, 
open account with established credit, net 30 days, otherwise. 
via credit card.

We Accept:

Credit card disputes must be made with AGS Footwear 
Group, prior to contacting the credit card company.
Any disputes made outside of this agreement is subject, but 
not limited to a $200.00 processing fee and you agree to pay 
and will forfeit the right to do business with AGS Footwear 
Group, Inc.

Prices: All prices are subject to change without prior notice. 
Orders will be invoiced at the prevailing prices at the time 
the order is shipped.

Finance Charges: Payment terms are calculated from 
invoice date. A finance charge of 1.5% per month will be 
charged on all past due invoices.

Returned Checks: All returned checks will carry a $50.00 
service charge.

Non-payment: Any account 120 days past due is subject 
to collections and all costs of same will become the 
responsibility of the customer.

Minimum Order: Orders under $25.00 will be charged a 
service charge.

Shortages: All Shipments should be checked at the time 
of delivery. Any shortages or discrepancies must be reported 
to AGS within 10 days. No adjustments will be made after 
the 10 day period. 

Cancellations: Any cancellations with pre-booked 
merchandise must be received in writing at least 10 days 
prior to shipping 

Refused Orders: If an order is refused at the time of 
delivery, the customer will be responsible for the freight 
charges out and back, plus a 15% restocking fee. No future 
order will be shipped without charges being paid first.

Returned Merchandise: All defective returns must have a 
return authorization number from AGS or they will be refused 
at the door and returned to the customer. Authorized returns 
to stock will carry a 15% restocking fee, if merchandise 
stickers or price tags must be removed. If merchandise is 
unsuitable for restocking, it will be returned to the customer 
at their expense.

11234 Air Park Road
P.O. Box 6444
Ashland, VA 23005

www.agsfootweargroup.com

We support the organizations that support you.

Buyer ’s Guide
Since 1932, AGS Footwear Group has lived by this motto. shoe accessories, fitting aids, and pedorthic products 
may seem like small things in your business, but if one of our items saves a sale for you, makes a customer 
happier, or solves a patient’s problem, then our item becomes a big thing. We are here to serve you with the most 
complete line of shoe accessories, findings and pedorthic products.

 Big Things are Built on Small Things Well Done

Under Construction
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Powerstep® Pinnacle High
PowerStep®  Pinnacle High™ full length insoles are designed for high arches to help decrease pain typically 
caused by supination. These insoles with built-in high arch support and two layers of plush cushioning are the 
perfect balance of comfort and support. The Pinnacle High insoles feature the signature PowerStep arch shape 
that cradles the arch and heel, adding stability and motion control to limit excess stress on feet, ankles, joints, 
and tendons.

Feet with high arches need arch support and cushioning to stabilize and reduce excess pressure on the ball and heel of 
the foot. High arches cause supination, where the feet and ankles roll outward, placing pressure on the smaller toes and 
outside of the foot. By combining premium cushioning and the clinically proven PowerStep arch shape in a semi-rigid high 
arch support shell, the PowerStep Pinnacle High shoe insoles are a trusted solution to improve foot function, decrease arch 
pain, and help alleviate common foot conditions typically caused by supination. Wom 6 - 12  Men 4-141/2  #P502101 pr.

Powerstep® Pinnacle Low
The PowerStep® Pinnacle Low full length insoles with built-in low arch support and two layers of plush
cushioning are the perfect balance of comfort and support. The Pinnacle Low insoles feature the signature 
PowerStep arch shape that cradles the arch and heel, adding stability and motion control to limit excess 
stress on feet, ankles, joints, and tendons.

Feet with low arches need slight arch support and cushioning for motion control and to help alleviate pressure. Flat feet 
tend to cause overpronation, where the feet and ankles roll inward, placing pressure on the bigger toes and inside of the 
foot. By combining premium cushioning and the clinically proven PowerStep arch shape in a semi-rigid low arch support 
shell, the PowerStep Pinnacle Low shoe insoles are a trusted solution to improve foot function, decrease arch pain, and 
help alleviate common foot conditions typically caused by overpronation.  Wom 6 - 12  Men 4-16+  #P500401 pr.

Powerstep® Pinnacle

The most advanced 
orthotic device yet for 
exceptional relief from 
foot pain!  Unexcelled 
comfort and relief from 
heel and arch pain and 
related ailments. 

• Strong, springy medical-grade foot supports.
• Stabilizing heel cradle and platform to 

safeguard the heel during landing.
• Unique Hypurcel® - EVA casing for life-long 

cushioning from heel to toe. 
• Soft outer EVA foam for added comfort.
• Heat and slip reducing anti-microbial ETC® 

fabric for dryness.

Sizing: Wom 5-14  Men 4-16+
#Powerpin  pr.

Eliminates pain or strain in the heel and 
arch as well as the ankles, knees and lower 
back by eliminating excessive inward rolling 
motion of the foot.

Powerstep® Pinnacle 
Plus™ Full Length

Prevents and alleviates pain associated 
with plantar fasciitis, metatarsal pain, 
heel or arch pain and discomfort, mild 
to moderate pronation, sore/aching feet 
and other common foot conditions.

• Built-in metatarsal support 
to help alleviate pain.

• Semi-rigid arch support 
& heel cradle provides 
increased support and 
stability.

• VCT® Variable Cushioning 
Technology provides targeted 
and controlled cushioning 
with a soft, supportive feel.

Sizing: Wom 5-14  Men 4-15
#PPFL  pr.

Powerstep® Pinnacle Maxx

Sizing: Wom 5-14  Men 4-16+
#PNM  pr.

• Deeper, stabilizing heel cup and platform.
• Firmer, strong supports in the arch, 

calibrated with flexibility for comfort.
• Unique Hypurcel® foam for plush 

cushioning.
• Outer EVA foam for added comfort.

A uniquely designed heel offers a deeper 
cup and an expansive micro thin platform, 
mildly angled for maximum support. 

The next generation of foot orthotics 
feature the Heel Secure Comfort SystemTM 

for more comfort! 

Pinnacle Maxx is the 
orthotic of choice for 
motion control and 
stability shoes. It also 
relieves pain that 
occurs during 
on-the-job standing, 
walking and high 
intensity running and
walking. Relieves heel and arch pain with 
the following enhancements:

PowerStep Bridge
Adaptable Arch Supporting Insoles with Energize Foam

Introducing PowerStep® bridge™ insoles – where the comfort of an insole and the support of an orthotic meet. These innovative 
insoles were designed with PowerStep’s arch shape and enhanced to allow energize and memory foam comfort to be felt where it’s 
needed most. Bridge” is the all-in-one solution for all needs – whether running, walking, or working - bridge is pain-relief, 
simplified. They are the best insoles for standing all day.

•	 Comfort	meets	support offering a customized fit while providing comfort and support for lasting pain relief
•	 Flexible	and	adaptable arch support structure adapts to the foot, teaching proper alignment that helps 

relieve and prevent pain for all arch heights
•	 Dual-layer	cushioning provides comfort where its most needed, featuring slow-recovery memory foam 

paired with innovative PowerStep energize foam™ that offers 55% energy return with every step
•	 Mesh	top	fabric is moisture-wicking, helping to reduce heat, friction, and perspiration
•	 Relieves	and	prevents foot pain, achy feet, Plantar Fasciitis, ankle, knee, hip & back pain during 
•	 running, walking, working, and other everyday activities

A   Men’s 4 - 5.5/ Wom 5 - 6.5
B    Men’s 6 - 7.5/ Wom 7 - 8.5
C   Men’s 8 - 9.5/ Wom 9 - 10.5
D   Men’s 10 - 11.5/ Wom 11 - 12.5
E	   Men’s 11 - 13.5/ Wom 13 - 14.5

 #P550001* pr.



Wide Fit offers unexcelled comfort and relief 
from heel and arch pain and related ailments 
by providing the perfect blend of foot control, 
support and cushioning in a wider profile.

• Inner VCT® - Variable 
Cushioning Technology 
high performance 
urethane foam.

• Deep heel cup to stabilize 
and protect the heel 
during landing.

Semi-rigid Polypropylene Support Shell calibrated 
for firmer arch support to resist “bottoming out” 
under weight. 

Fits widths 3E-6E and is available in 11 sizes: 
Men’s 3-16+ and Women’s 5-16 1/2. 

#PWF

Powerstep® Full-Length Wide Fit

• Double-layer, low-profile, 
shock-absorbing cushioning 
for enhanced comfort.

Powerstep® Full-Length

Polypropylene shell encased in unique double layer cushioned insole. Antibacterial Sanitiz etc.™ fabric topsheet reduces 
friction, heat, perspiration and prevents slippage. Available in 12 sizes ranging from Men’s shoe sizes 3 to 16+,and 
Women’s shoe sizes 5 to 12.    
#Power pr.

• Well contoured heel stabilizing heel cradle.
• Intrinsic neutral forefoot and rear-foot posts.

Designed to prevent foot from pronating or arch from flattening eliminating strain on plantar fascia tissue. 

Powerstep® Comfortlast™ 
Full  Length

• Shock-absorbing gel heel-relief 
zone, Red

• Polyurethane foam base with 
• built-in anatomical arch, Black
• Low friction polyester fabric 

top cover with anti-microbial 
protection

• VCT® slow-recovery micro 
cellular foam top layer, Red, 1/8”

Features dual layer cushioning with slow-
recovery foam that conforms and molds to 
the contours of the foot. A gel heel-relief zone 
absorbs shock and softens impact. A contoured 
shape with anatomical arch support and heel 
cradle enhances comfort.

Maximum Cushioning for Ultimate Comfort

Ideal for: Metatarsal pain, heel pain, arch 
discomfort, sore, aching feet and increased 
comfort during activity and sports. Six sizes fit 
Men’s 3 - 14 and Women’s 5 - 14

  #P50201 pr.

Powerstep® Slender Fit™
Fashion Orthotics

Designed specifically for women to alleviate 
foot pain associated with fashion footwear.

XS   (Wom 5 - 6)   #SFXS pr. 
SM  (Wom 61/2 - 71/2)  #SFSM pr.
MD  (Wom 8 - 9)   #SFMD pr. 
LG  (Wom 91/2 - 101/2) #SFLG pr.

Discreet, Ultra-Slim Design heel is low profile 
and all black for inconspicuous wear. 

• Tapered Shape - Fits in a 
variety of shoes, including 
heels, boots, wedges, flats, 
sandals and more! 

• Antimicrobial fabric surface.
• Built-in Metatarsal Pad - Extra 

cushioning under the ball of the 
foot alleviates pressure for even 
greater comfort and protection.

• Unique “S” Shell Design - Cradles the heel and 
provides full arch support.

• Natural Grip on the underside holds the orthotic 
in place.

Phone: 800 446 3820 Fax: 800 822 0180

The First Prefabricated Foot Orthotic you wil l  be proud to provide! Ask about quantity discounts!
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• 3/4 length design for shoes with less depth at the toes
• Standard, semi-rigid arch support
• Moderate cushioning
• PORON® heel cushion to protect the heel

Unique podiatric support system designed to relieve heel and arch pain and prevent foot strain and injury

ProTech™ Orthotic Insoles
Licensed medical 

professionals only!

PowerStep ProTech medical orthotic insoles are designed with built-in arch support, heel 
cradle, and a perfect balance of support and comfort. These orthotic insoles help alleviate 
discomfort caused by foot conditions like plantar fasciitis, Morton’s neuroma, heel spurs, arch 
pain and more. These medical-grade arch supporting orthotic insoles are available exclusively 
through medical professionals.

ProTech™ Full Length Orthotic Insoles: 

• Full length, total contact support
• Standard, semi-rigid arch support
• Maximum cushioning
• PORON® heel cushion to protect the heel

ProTech™ 3/4 Orthotic Insoles

#Powerpro (FL) pr. #Proslim (3/4) pr.

Powerstep® Pinnacle Jr.
The PowerStep® Pinnacle Junior full length insoles offer the same support and cushioning as our popular Pinnacle style, 
but is now available in Toddler and Youth sizes! The built-in neutral arch support and two layers of plush cushioning are 
the perfect balance of comfort and support. The Pinnacle Junior insoles feature the signature PowerStep arch shape that 
cradles the arch and heel, adding stability and motion control to limit excess stress on feet, ankles, joints, and tendons.

• Full length, total contact support with an odor control top fabric that helps reduce heat, friction, and perspiration
• Firm but flexible contoured neutral arch support with a deep heel cradle for increased comfort, stability, and motion 

control for those with standard arches
• Premium dual-layer support cushioning for enhanced comfort from heel to toe, featuring a foam layer that provides 

bounce back with each step without going flat
• Perfect balance of comfort and support that stabilizes and aligns the feet to help relieve and prevent pain from mild 

to moderate pronation
Toddler’s.shoe sizes 11.5 to 13, and Youth’s.shoe sizes 1 to 6  #P504101 pr.
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Spenco® 
Arch Cushions

Spenco® Orthotic 
Arch Supports

Specifically designed to 
help control and balance the 
feet. Can be shaped to the 
foot for long-lasting support, 
comfort and stability. Seven 
sizes fit men’s 6-15 and 
women’s 5 -10.

Long-lasting Spenco® 
Insole material with 
an added soft arch 
support for extra 
comfort. Six sizes 
fit men’s 6-15 and 
women’s 5-10.

Full Length     #43042 pr.
3/4 Length      #43158 pr.

Cross Trainer Style

Spenco® Polysorb® Replacement Insoles

Proven to deliver the best combination of shock 
absorption and energy return during athletic activity.

Walker/Runner Style 
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Spenco® Gel Heel Cups

#39826 pr.

Slip-Resist Design - Helps keep cup 
in place. 
Anatomical Cushioning System - Dual 
density gels absorb impact and shock. 
Reinforced Heel Cup - 
Provides extra 
cushioning and support.

Sm/Med  Wom 5-8/Men 6-7
Med/Lg   Wom 9-12/Men 8-15

Full Length  #44040 pr.
3/4 Length   #44123 pr

Size  1         2        3         4          5          6

Wos    5/6     7/8     9/10   11/12
Men              6/7     8/9    10/11   12/13   14/15

S p e n c o ®  S i z e  C h a r t

Spenco®Footcare

Antimicrobial Top Cloth Helps eliminate 
odor causing bacteria and reduces friction.

Spenco® Performance Gel Insoles
Metatarsal Arch Support Relieves pressure 
from the ball of the foot.

Triple Density Design 
comforts, cushions 
and supports.

TRP Comfort Gel - Superior cushioning and energy return for ultimate comfort.

Extra Heel Cushioning 
Softer gel in the heel 

Special cushioning in the heel 
strike zone and forefoot area for 
outstanding performance. 

Six sizes fit men’s 6-15 and 
women’s 5-10. 

#38034 pr.

Special “heel strike” cushioning 
delivers optimum shock absorption 
for repetitive rear foot impact. 

Six sizes fit men’s 6-15 and 
women’s 5-10.  

#38385 pr.

Six sizes fit men’s 6-15 and women’s 5-12. 

Spenco® Slip-in Comfort Insoles
The original “Green” insole. Spenco® Slip-in 
Insole’s cushioning system provides a unique 
cushioning “comfort bubble environment” that 
improves overall foot comfort. Ultra-Fresh 
Silpure provides exceptional odor control.

Six sizes fit men’s 6-15 
and women’s 5-10. 
#40212 pr.

• Cushions & comforts 
heel to toe.

• Absorbs shock.
• Reduces friction.
• Lightweight & durable
• Trimmable & washable.

Six sizes fit men’s 6-15 and women’s 5-10

  Spenco® Polysorb TOTALSUPPORTTM ORIGINAL
Semi-Rigid Arch Support for Stability

3-POD™ System absorbs shock and provides cushioning through multi-
density impact zones. Helps prevent over-pronation, the leading cause of 
many common injuries such as plantar fasciitis. 

Provides semi-rigid support and motion control for those who participate 
in a variety of physical activities.

Semi-Rigid Stability Cradle 
provides advanced arch support, deep heel cupping and comfort 
through the stride.

Grooved PU Forefoot Crash Pad aligns with the metatarsal heads 
to provide premium cushioning and support to the ball-of-foot.

. #39313 pr.

First Ray Drop Zone allows for more 
efficient, natural toe-off promoting a 
healthy stride.

Metatarsal Arch Support offloads 
pressure from the ball-of-foot to help 
relieve forefoot pain.

#39818 pr.

RX Spenco®  ThinSole™  3/4 Length
Orthotics designed to support the arch and absorb the shock of everyday 
activity! The unique shell provides excellent stability without the added bulk 
of most orthotics and is bonded  to a layer of closed-cell Nitrogen-injected  
Spenco® material and covered with 4-way stretch nylon. 
       

                       																				

Six sizes fit youth’s, Men’s 6-15 and 
Women’s 5-10

#43240  $21.50 pr.

These orthotics are perfect for dress or 
casual shoes.

Silpure® NeoSponge Top Cover Material

Blue   3mm (1/8”)                  #70912BLU    
Black 3mm (1/8”)                  #70912BLK    
Black  1.5 mm (1/16”)           #40733 
  

Nylon fabric containing Silipure® antimicrobial crystals covers 
real chloroprene rubber. Abraided backing ensures adhesion to 
other materials, including smooth plastics. Sheet size 50” x 40”



•  Full size insoles that can be cut for optimum fit.
•  Two shock-proof gel sections provide additional absorption in high-impact areas, which help 
   relieve stress to lower back and legs.
•  Moisture management system keeps feet dry and minimizes blisters.
•  Anti-bacterial coating.

The anatomical design is what makes the difference. This insole immediately supports The arch, cradles hurting heels 
and eliminates overall foot pain. In addition, we’ve engineered an extra soft mid-section that is designed to provide 
additional support to the metatarsal.

The durable E v e r y d a y  C o m f o r t  I n s o l e    is  engineered for rel ief  and wi l l  provide 
al l -day comfort  -  everyday!  I t  is  designed to be pushed to the l imi ts.

E v e r y d a y  C o m f o r t  I n s o l e

#WPSC1000 pr.

Size:     XS  SM Med   Lg    XL   XXL

Men’s   5-61/2 7-81/2 9-101/2 11-121/2 13-15
Women’s 3-61/2

 7-81/2 9-101/2 111/2-12 13-15

Phone: 800 446 3820 Fax: 800 822 0180

SofSol® lifestyle products are designed to offer high-performance cushioning and comfort for casual and dress 
shoes. They provide superior comfort and are made with Sof Gel™, a revolutionary lightweight polymer gel.

S o f S o le® L i f e s t y l e  P r o d u c t s

A t h l e t e™
P e r f o r m a n c e  I n s o l e

Maximum Cushioning for High-impact Activities!

The Athlete features a neutral foot position and 
medium arch, perfect for most foot types. It has 
additional cushioning in the heel and forefoot. This 
insole is built with SofSole’s exclusive IMPLUS® foam to 
provide superior shock absorption without adding bulk.

• Gel heel and forefoot protection.
•  Hydrologix™ moisture management system.
•  Full-foot IMPLUS® foam shock absorption.
•  Anti-microbial odor protection. #SOF2000 pr.

Women’s Sizes: 5-71/2/8-11
Men’s Sizes: 7-81/2/9-101/2/11-121/2/13-14/15-16
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G e l  B a l l - o f - F o o t ™ G e l  H e e l  C u p ™ G e l  H e e l  P a d ™

• Tapered edge for better fit.
• Extra metatarsal protection.
• Reduces foot pain.
• Absorbs shock.
• Increased comfort.

One size fits most.
#SOF8900 pr.

One size fits most.
#SOF8850W (Wos) pr. 
#SOF8850M (Men) pr. 

One size fits most.
#SOF18573 pr. 

.

• Tapered edge for better fit.
• Extra heel protection.
• Absorbs shock.
• Increased comfort.

• Tapered edge for better fit.
• Cradled heel adds stability.
• Dual-density heel protection.
• Increased comfort.

The Plantar Fasciitis Orthotic Insole is a 
long-lasting and comfortable solution for 
pain resulting from stress placed on the 
plantar fascia. Its ¾ length design fits 
any shoe type and works to keep feet 
supported and stable.

P l a n t a r  F a s c i i t i s
L i f e s t y l e  O r t h o t i c  I n s o l e

Relieves Pain from Plantar Faciitis!

Trim to fit 
Men’s Sizes: 7 - 13
Women’s Sizes: 5 - 11

Men’s         #SOF18651   pr.
Women’s    #SOF18652   pr.
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Memo r y P l u s ™	
C om f o r t 	 I n s o l e

The Memory Plus™ insole features high-impact 
memory foam for personalized comfort. It molds 
to the foot, cushioning each and every step. 
This insole slim design is flexible and low profile 
enough to fit into any type of shoe, yet durable 
enough to last. It trims to fit most shoe sizes, 
creating truly customized relief. 

Trim to Fit:
Men’s	#SOF12051	pr.	(Sz. 7 -13)  
Women’s	#SOF12050	pr.	(Sz. 5 - 11)

S t i l l  a v a i l a b l e :
M e m o r y ™

M e n ’ s  &  W o m e n ’ s  C o m f o r t  I n s o l e
      Trim to Fit: 
       Men’s Sizes: 8 - 13         #SOF16132 pr. 
       Women’s Sizes: 5 - 11   #SOF16131 pr. 

Lifestyle Insoles Made for Day-to-Day Activities

A Plantar Relief Bridge provides 
sturdy support to painful arches.
The Heel Cup provides motion control 
and stability. Gel in the heel relieves 
pain from heel spurs. Durable nylon 
composite plate
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®
F l a t f o o t ® S p o r t  I n s o l e s

3720 Arch Stabil i ty/Arch 1000 Insole

 Poron Cushioning: Orange Poron layer 
provides maximum cushioning for athletic use.
Anti-Blister Top Cover: The anti-friction top 
cover helps prevent blisters and keeps feet 
drier.
Fights Odors: The MicroZap® antimicrobial in 
the top cover helps keep the insole odor free.

The only patented full length insole that keeps 
the feet in alignment with the ankles,knees and 
hips resulting in overall pain relief!
The problems associated with 
over-pronation are prevented 
by the Flat Foot Insole. Its 
patented design aligns the 
ankle and supports the foot 
from Mid-stance to Toe-off.  
People with low arches or 
flat feet who have been 
forced to live with foot, ankle, 
knee and lower back pain 
no longer have to consider 
standing, walking or running 
painful experiences.

#H110 pr.  Sizing: Men’s 7 - 15, Women’s 5 - 10
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The 10 Seconds 3720 Arch Stability Insoles are a full-
length, semi-rigid orthotic arch support for low to neutral 
arch types. They feature a Hytrel arch plate for superior 
arch support and poron cushioning layers to 
provide additional  comfort and shock 
absorption. They have a 
MicroZap antimicrobial 
fused top cover to help kill 
odor causing bacteria with air 
flow channels built in to the 
insoles to help move warm 
air out and pull cold air                                                                                                                              
in and are trim-to-fit for the 
perfect length. They are ideal 
for tight fitting shoes with non-removable insoles or 
shoes where you would need additional room in 
the toe area.

Sizing: Men’s 4 - 13, Women’s 6 - 10

Ideal For: Shoe type: Athletic, Boots, Casual and 
Dress
Activity type: Running & Walking, Court Sports, 
Standing, Hiking & Outdoors, Gym and Workout, 
Golf, Casual
Arch type: Low Arch, Neutral Arch
Pain relief: Achilles Tendinitis, Arch Pain & Arch 
Strain, Bunions, Flat Feet & Fallen Arches, 
Over Pronation, Plantar Fasciitis, Shin Splints
#H1706 pr.  Sizing:  Men’s 4 - 16.5, 
                   Women’s 5.5 - 12.5

1 0  S e c o n d s ®  P r e s s u r e  R e l i e f  I n s o l e s  w i t h  M e t a t a r s a l  P a d

The Ten Seconds Pressure Relief Insole with Metatarsal Pad is a lightly supportive replacement insert that will add cushion and 
comfort to the shoe but with the added feature of built-in metatarsal support. The soft cushion top cover is made with Plastazote 
and Orange Abzorb cushioned layers, which provides a customized fit with  a wear moldable memory foam feel for foot pain relief 
and reduced friction for blister prevention. Their additional  metatarsal support will help relieve and  prevent forefoot pain and 
discomfort.  Custom  made air flow channels that are built in to the bottom of the insole will help remove warm air, while pulling 
cool air in.  The soft Plastazote® top layer uses the body’s heat to mold to the base of the foot and the deep heel cushion provides 
added comfort in the shoe. It is recommended for diabetics, arthritis and other sensitive feet needs. This insole will fit in most 
athletic, casual, and hiking shoes that come with removable footbeds. The  Abzorb® foot strike pads  are strategically placed for 
maximum shock absorption at the heel and forefoot. In addition, the extra deep heel cup cushions the foot naturally utilizing the 
cushioning tissues in the heel of the foot.  Sizes available in Men’s 4 -14 and Women’s 5 - 12   #H1702  pr.    

1 0  S e c o n d s ®  P r e s s u r e  R e l i e f  I n s o l e s  N e u t r a l  ( w i t h o u t  M e t a t a r s a l  P a d )
The Ten Seconds®  Pressure Relief Insole without a Metatarsal Pad is a lightly supportive replacement insert that can be used by any 
foot type and will add a comfortable layer of cushion to the shoe. The soft Plalstazote®  top layer uses the body’s heat to mold to the 
base of the foot and the deep heel cushion provides added comfort in the shoe. Recommended for diabetics and arthritis sufferers. 
Can be used for low, medium and high arches. Abzorb®  foot strike pads are strategically placed for maximum shock absorption at the 
heel and forefoot. Air flow channels are molded into the shape of the arch to help provide cooling comfort. An extra deep heel cup 
cushions the foot naturally utilizing the cushioning tissues in the heel of the foot. The Plastazote®  top layer molds to the foot’s plantar 
surface. This insert does not have a metatarsal pad. It is PVC and latex free. Trimmable.  
Sizes available in Mens 4 -15.5 and Women’s 5 - 12.5 		#H1701		pr.

	Item	#													Mens	Size	 		Womens	Sizes
H17024	                        4  5                
H17025                     5                      6
H17026                     6                      7
H17027                     7  8
H17028                     8                      9
H17029                     9                    10
H17030	                     10                     11
H17031                  11                     12
H17032                  12 
H17033                  13 
H17034                  14

	Item	#							Mens	Sizes												Womens	Sizes
H17011          4/4.5            5/5.5                
H17012       5/5.5            6/6.5
H17013       6/6.5            7/7.5
H17014       7/7.5             8/8.5
H17015       8/8.5             9/9.5
H17016       9/9.5         10/10.5
H17017	         10/10.5         11/11.5
H17018      11/11.5         12/12.5
H17019      12/12.5 
H17020      13/13.
H17021      15/15.5

 
Pressure	Relief	Insole	with	Metatarsal	Pad Pressure	Relief	Insole	without	Metatarsal		Pad

Size Charts

1 0  S e c o n d s ®  P r e s s u r e  R e l i e f  I n s o l e s

C o m f o r t
Polycushion	 Insoles

• Superior Shock absorption
• Enhances the body’s natural shock 

absorbing capability to reduce foot, 
knee and lower back pain

• Molded arch & D-2 Elastomer for 
extra support and cushioning

• Cambrelle Fabric manages 
moisture and fights growth of odor 
causiing bacteria

• Designed thin enough to fit in most 
shoes. Suitable for leisure, work 
and sport

• Excellent Durability
• Machine Washable

#MB214
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A contoured arch support  made of  BirkoCork™. Birkenstock’s unique 
blend of  natural  cork,  l ined with blue si lk at  the top and moleskin at  the 
bottom, provides long-term comfort  and arch support !  Contoured arches 
and deep heel  cup helps rel ieve heel  pain and plantar fasci i t is .  Sole 
mater ia l  of  natural  cork and EVA provide shock absorpt ion and f lexibi l i ty. 

•  Provides proper al ignment, 
balances foot impact areas, 
reduces fat igue.

•  Supports instep and bal l -of- foot .

Designed for f lat 
shoes, where the 
heel and forefoot 
are the same height.

B l u e  F o o t b e d s
C a s u a l  A r c h  S u p p o r t

Euro Sz  35      36      37       38      39      40        41        42
Wom    4-41/2     5-51/2  6-6 1/2   7-7 1/2   8-81/2  9-91/2  10-101/2  11-111/2

Euro Sz    40      41      42       43  44  45   46              
Men       7-7 1/2  8-81/2    9-91/2  10-101/2  11-111/2   12-121/2   13-131/2    

#B110 pr.   (Medium Width)
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A r c h  A n g e l s T M

C h i l d r e n ’ s  C o m f o r t  I n s o l e s

Arch AngelsTM Chi ldren’s Comfort  Insoles are 3/4 length and f i t 
natural ly and comfortably into most enclosed shoes.They are 
designed to make kid’s feet  more comfortable whi le enhancing 
natural  arch development.  These insoles contour to the developing 
foot,  going from a low, gent le curve in the smal lest  s ize,  to a higher 
arch, that  more resembles an adul t ,  foot  wi th the largest s ize.  Non-
toxic mater ia ls.

•  Cushioning top layer.
•  Support ive inner core.
•  Durable foam bottom. 
•  Hand washable.
•  Triple- layer design.                                

    #AA pr.       

 S i z e  C h a r t
 
XS      Toddler Size 6-8    

SM      Toddler Size 9-10   

MED    Toddler Size 11-12
LG       Youth Shoe Size 13-1
YM       Youth Shoe Size 2-3
YL  Youth Shoe Size 4-5

Supra Tongue Pad
with Memory Foam Cushion

®

See page 45 for Birkenstock Classic Suede Lined Cork/Latex Replacement Insoles.

BETTERFORM PREFABRICATED ORTHOTICS
Betterform’s prefabricated line of products grew out of both the practitioner’s and patient’s requests for an affordable yet effective device as an alternative 
to a custom orthotic.Their roots in the medical foot care industry dictated a path toward producing a product that is comprised of many of the same 
materials found in custom orthotics. The majority of their line is heat adjustable and easily modified using simple techniques and tools. Because of the 
extensive size range, many are an excellent fit straight out of the package.

A true favorite in Betterform’s line-upl Comfortable and lightweight, the Softform series is a multi-purpose, cost effective orthotic available in three 
densities. The series features increased stability, antimicrobial top-covers, multiple density options and general discomfort accommodation.

Softform	Basic
3/4 Length

Medium Density
#BF3100

Softform	EFO
3/4 Length

Extra Firm Density
#BF3200

Softform	Adaptor
3/4 Length

Soft Density
#BF300 	

   Size 1 Women’s 5-6/Men’s 4-5             
   Size 2 Women’s 6.5-7.5/Men’s 5.5-6.5,
   Size 3 Women’s 8-9/Men’s 7-8
   Size 4 Women’s 9.5-10.5/Men’s 8.5-9.5,
   Size 5 Women’s 11-12/Men’s 10-11
   Size 6 Women’s 12.5+/Men’s 11.5-12
   Size 7 Men’s 12.5+

S O F T F O R M

The Tongue pad for the sensitive instep. It 
protects against discomfort causing pressure in 
laced shoes and also adapts the shoe to a low 
instep; Self adhesive foil makes easy to affix. 
Brown suede with memory foam  cushion, 

Size:: S/M   L/XL 		P139

Best	Seller
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A s s o r t e d  I n s o l e s
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Ralyn Comfort Foam Insoles

Made with twin layers for extra cushioning. Keeps feet cool and 
comfortable all day long. Used for tired feet or to help tighten 
loose fitting shoes.

Also available in bulk. 
#14502 (1 dz. pair of 1 size per box)

Men’s:
S (7-8) M (9-10) L (11-12) XL (13-14)

Women’s:
S (5-6) M (7-8) L (9-10)

#14002  pr.

Polar Wool Felt Insoles

#0265 pr.

Enhances comfort & prevents tired feet.The felt traps heat and 
cushion the foot while the aluminum base prevents heat loss 
and guards against dampness. Felt and aluminum are weaved 
together. Keeps feet warm up to -25c. 

Acrylic fleece and latex foam provides warmth and comfort 
in winter boots, shoes and slippers.Keeps dampness out.
Perfect for relining boots and shoes. Washable. 

One size. Trim to fit.  #14010 pr.

Heelix®  Fleece Insoles

A G S  B i l a m i n a t e  D i a b e t i c  I n s o l e s

These multi-density orthotics feature a comfortable flesh 1/8” ProCell EVA top cover for protection and comfort. The firm blue EVA base layer is mini-
mum of 3/16” thick (40 Dur - shore A) from the heel to ball of foot area and is designed to meet the requirements of the A5512 code. This orthotic is 
heat moldable and is easy to trim and grind.

Top Material: 1/8” Flesh ProCell
Base Material: 3/16” Blue EVA - 40 DUR (Shore A)
Base Shape: Contour
Heating Guideline: 
Convection Oven:   30 Sec   250° F
Heat gun in closed Chamber: 45 sec   250° F

Most Popular!

C u s t o m i z a b l e  O r t h o t i c  f o r  D i a b e t i c s

#AGS628 pr.

  Sizes
 XS     SM     MED     LG       XL      XXL
Men                 6-7       8-9       10-11    12-13     14+
Wom    5-7      8-9     10-11      12+

O d o u r  A w a y™	
Insoles

Charcoal Foam Perforated for Breathability

Made with natural charcoal foam and infused with Sanititized® 
that effectively combats moisture and foot odor. Moisture wicking 
and perforated to help keep feet dry and increase air flow for 
enhanced breathability. 

Trim to fit,  #14030T pr.

Men’s sizes 7 - 13.
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The footbed made for a child’s developing 
body. 3/4 length, made of vegetable tanned 
leather and moss rubber. Keeps the foot in a 
natural, balanced position, actively protecting 
the ankle joint. This footbed is flexible 
and adaptive to strengthen the foot’s 
muscles. Counteracts the 
deflection and deformation 
of the longitudinal arch 
to help prevent the 
development of flat feet. 
Absorbent, hygienic and 
breathable.   #P192			

Pedag Arch Supports
The perfect arch support when you can’t fit an 
insole into the shoe. These arch wedges feature 
shock absorbing moss rubber with a fine cowhide 
top cover and self-adhesive bottom. 
#16647 pr.             

P e d a g  L a d y  3/4 Length Insole
3/4 length insole specifically designed for 
women’s pumps, slippers and open-toed shoes. 
Comfortable padding cushions and relaxes 
stressed feet. “Lady” has a support 
for the metatarsal arch with an 
orthopedic pellet, which helps 
prevent Spreadfoot. This 
insole stays in position with 
a self-adhesive foil. Made of 
vegetable tanned leather.
Women’s sizes 6-11.
  
Tan      #P121    pr.
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V i v a  Comfort Footbed

Women Euro   35    36    37    38    39    40    41    42
Women US    5      6      7      8       9    10    11    12     
Men Euro    40    41    42    43    44    45 
Men US     7      8      9     10    11     12

V i v a ®  M i n i

• Anatomically shaped design 
efficiently supports the 
longitudinal arch and helps 
prevent fatigue.
Men’s: EU 40-45/US 7-14
Women’s: EU 36-42/US 7-12
Tan #P179  pr.  Black #2879  pr.

• Finest, durable vegatable tanned leather, 
ultra light and thin, breathable and absorbent.

• Heel pad absorbs shock, relieves the 
heel, joints, hip, spine and neck.

• Metatarsal pad prevents 
splayfoot and alleviates 
symptoms of splayfoot.

• Finest, durable vegatable tanned leather, 
ultra light and thin, breathable and absorbent.

• Latex-free special active carbon 
with highly efficient filtration 
neutralizes foot odor, lets the 
foot breathe, provides optimal 
foot hygiene, protects shoes.

• Metatarsal pad prevents 
spreading and flattening, 
alleviates forefoot pain.

• Anatomically shaped design 
efficiently supports the 
longitudinal arch and helps 
prevent fatigue.
Men’s: EU 40-47/US 7-15          #188 pr.
Women’s: EU 36-42/US 7-12    #187 pr.

Ortho Metatarsal BarOrtho Metatarsal Pad

All natural leather with latex 
cushioning. When applied 
transversely to the sole of the 
shoe with the apex immediately 
behind the metatarsal heads, 
they lessen pain by redistributing 
weight from the ball of the foot to 
the entire foot. Self-adhesive. 

Ortho Halter Pad

#7760100  pr. Small 
#7760300  pr.    Large

#7750C		pr.
Tan #7790  pr.    Black  #7791 pr.   				    	

Genuine leather surface 
with latex cushion. 
Provides all day comfort 
and cushioning for the 
metatarsal arch. Helps 
reduce pressure and relieve 
pain in the forefoot area. 
Self-adhesive. One Size.

Leather with foam pad. This anti-slip 
pad prevents the foot from sliding 
too far forward in footwear. Makes 
shoes more comfortable. Can be 
worn in open-toed shoes. One size.

Madame Cushioned Inlay Insoles

A toe-free foot rest with a metatarsal pad! Genuine leather. Self-
adhesive. These insoles are 3/4 length and are made specifically 
to fit in women’s shoes. They are narrow enough to fit in high heel 
shoes and alleviate the extra pressure in the metatarsal area.  

Classic Comfort Insole

Tan  #90007 pr.  Black  #TA713  pr.          

This insole provides the comfort of 
genuine sheep’s leather. Its latex 
base has carbon activated (charcoal) 
to deodorize feet. This soft and 
hygienic insole cushions the full length 
of the foot keeping feet cool and 
comfortable. Available in Tan or Black
Men’s: Sm (7 - 8) Med (9 - 10)
Lg (11 - 12) XLg (13 - 14)
Wom: Sm (5 - 6) Med (7 - 8)
Lg (9 - 10) Wom: Sm (5 - 6)  Med (7 - 8)  Large ( 9 - 10)  #90004  pr.

G e n u i n e  Le a t h e r  M a d e  i n  S p a i n

Coimbra Relax Gel Insole

Relax Gel Insoles have special gel cushioning 
metatarsal and heel pads for better shock-
absorption. The gel cushioning reduces pain 
on the ball of the foot and helps reduce callus 
build-up. Due to the thin design, the insole fits 
easily into most styles of shoes. Polymer gel with 
synthetic cover. Trimmable. 

#208100  pr.   Small            Wom 5 - 8
#208200  pr.    Medium       Wom 9 - 11 / Men 6 - 9
#208300  pr.    Large           Men  10 - 13

S p o r t
Full length orthotic with semi-rigid, heat moldable
polypropylene longitudinal arch support. 

• Softer pad supports latitudinal 
arch (metatarsal).

• Heel cushion relieves pressure 
and impact on heel.

• High tech material absorbs 
shock during impact.

• Resists tearing and friction.
• Thermal insulation against cold.
• Suitable for people with 

sensitive skin.
Women’s: 6 - 12  Men’s: 7 - 14. #18147 pr.

B a m b i n i ®  F o o t b e d  f o r  K i d s

Euro Sz.    20/21       22/23      24/25        26/27            
US Sz.   Ch 4-5      Ch 6-7    Ch 8-9    Ch 91/2-10    

Euro Sz.      28/29            30/31           32/33        34/35 
US Sz.   Ch 101/2-11   Ch 12/13      Boys 2-3   Boys 4-5

S (35-37)  M (38-40) L (41-430
XL (44 - 46)  See chart below.

Ortho Heel Comforter

Cushions every step! Constructed of 
leather bonded to a cellular foam rubber 
pad. Cushions the heel and lifts the foot, 
avoiding rubbing and pressure on the 
ankle. Color: Tan.  #90003 pr.
Small   Wom Sm/Kid’s
Medium    Wom Med/Men’s Sm
Large        Wom Lg/Men’s Med
XLarge      Men’s Lg
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H e e l  P r o d u c t s

The unique waffle design provides the ultimate in shock 
absorption. Helps prevent sore heels and knees.

Classic Heel Cups Classic Gel Heel Cups

Combines gel and the waffle design for the 
ultimate in shock and vibration absorption. 
Sizes Regular and Large.

M-F Heel Protector

This heel cup 
is made of 
flexible molded 
polethylene 
(plastic)  and 
helps relieve 
heel pressure by 
giving bilatteral 
support to the 
“fat pad” under 
the calcaneous.
Very Thin.

Adult or Jr. Size    
 #MF1 pr.

The original heel protector 
available since 1960!

Dual Density Orthotics
Non-compressible medical grade silicone reduces shock loads to the feet, knees and back by providing even 
pressure distribution throughout the orthotic. Wondersorb orthotics will never bottom out and the proprietary 
silicone material is hypo-allergenic, odorless and fully washable. Dual Density Orthotics offer maximum 
support and shock absorption using two densities of medical grade, clear silicone with a colored softer density 
silicone dot to provide additional relief to sensitive areas.

Wonder-Spur
Soft Silicone - Blue Dot

Wonder-Cup
Soft Silicone - Red Dot

Designed for heel spurs, plantar 
fasciitis, knee, back and ankle pain and 
fat pad atrophy. Sold by the pair.

Item #       Size        Men’s      Women’s
4500         S            2-4           4-5
4501              M       5-7           6-9
4502         L            8-10           10-12
4503SS        XL         11 & up            

Designed for bursitis, achilles 
tendonitis, pressure ulcers and 
plantar fasciitis. Sold by the pair.

Item #       Size        Men’s      Women’s
4504         S            2-4           4-5
4505              M       5-7           6-9
4506         L            8-10           10-12
4507        XL         11 & up  

Platinum Heel Cradles - Spur Platinum Heel Cradles - Posted Platinum Heel Cup - Neutral
Recommended for relief from plantar 
fasciitis or general heel pain, these 
unique cradles are clinically proven 
to absorb shock and cushion 
painful heels. Soft gel plugs 
provide relief at the most 
sensitive areas, while 
the medial extension helps 
support the arch.

#50750 pr.

Clinically proven to absorb shock, cushion 
painful heels and reduce stress on the 
Achilles tendon, these unique heel cups 
are recommended for people 
with Achilles tendonitis or 
general heel pain. The 
“cupped” design transfers 
pressure away from the the 
rear foot and soft gel plugs 
offer additonal pain relief.

These heel cradles feature a medial 
post to gently realign the rear foot, 
making them ideal for 
those with “flat feet”. 
These unique heel 
cups are clinically 
proven to absorb 
shock and cushion 
painful heels.
#50760 pr.

#50770 pr.

Sizes:
Sm   (Wom 5-7)
Med (Men 7-10/Wom 8-11)
Lg    (Men 11-13)

#10215 pr.

Adjust-a-Heel Lift

Effective solution to leg 
discrepancies, heel spurs, 
Achilles tendonitis and 
related conditions. Use 
“as is” for 3/8” build-up or 
peel off individual layers 
for desired thickness.

Small #AHLS ea.
Medium #AHLM ea.
Large #AHLL ea.

Leg Length Lifts

Designed for the 
treatment of 
anatomical and 
physiological short
leg deficiencies. 
Sold by the ea.

Thickness     Men’s       Women’s
     1/8”                ML3 LL3
     3/16”            ML5 LL5
     1/4”            ML7 LL7
     3/8”            ML9 LL9
     1/2”            ML12 LL12

CABIN BRAND

Level Walks
Sponge rubber heel straighteners control 
pronation and adjusts to stop heel rollover. 
They ease heel pain and relieve pressure 
on ankles, knees, hips and back. Reduces 
uneven shoe wear.

#SG18 pr.

  SM      Med      Lg      XL
    
   5-7         6-8        9-11  12-13

Sizes:
Regular (Less than 180 lbs.)
Large: (Greater than 180 lbs.)
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#10020 pr.

Provides relief from
everyday pain, Sizes 
Regular and Large.
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D r .  J i l l ’ s  F o o t c a r e  P r o d u c t s

All Gel Bunion Cushion
Provides superior cushioning 
over bunion area and slips 
easily over the big toe. 
Gives immediate relief from 
shoe pressure caused by 
protruding bones. Great 
soft gel loop! Fits right or 
left foot. 1/pkg.

#21043R  ea.

Corn Pads Callus Pads

Toe Separators

Cushions corns with every step! For tops and 
sides of toes. Center hole placed over corn 
creates a barrier to reduce pressure from 
shoes. Transfers discomfort away from the 
corn. 20 pads/pkg.

Felt U-Shaped Callus Pads

C r e a t e d  a n d  D e s i g n e d 
b y  a  P e d i a t r i s t

Soft foam helps cushion sore spots between 
toes. Fits comfortably between any of the toes. 
Provides relief from rubbing and irritation. 2 
styles included. Reuseable. 10 pads/pkg. 

#21015  ea.

Eases painful calluses! Soft foam adhesive 
pads cushion calluses with every step! Center 
hole surrounds sore spot and greatly reduces 
pain. Protects calluses from shoe pressure and 
walking. 12 pads/pkg.

#21013  ea.

Soft felt adhesive pad cushions calluses and 
reduces pain while walking or standing. Excellent 
relief from uncomfortable calluses and other foot 
lesions. 12 pads/pkg.

#21032  ea.

Gel Metatarsal Cushion
Silicone gel cushions the 
ball of the foot and reduces 
pressure while walking or 
standing. Helps minimize
calluses. Eases pain by 
absorbing shock and 
reducing friction. Thick 
center and comfortable 
loop. 1/pkg.

#21050  ea.

Gel Ball-of-Foot Cushion U-Shaped Gel Callus Pad
Soft gel cushions calluses
and reduces pressure.
U-shaped portion surrounds 
callus and reduces pain by 
transferring pressure from 
callus to the cushion. 2/pkg.

#21036  ea.

Soft gel cushions the ball of 
the foot and reduces pressure. 
Excellent cushioning and long 
lasting comfort. These pads 
self-stick to the foot and are 
washable and reuseable.
1 pr./pkg.

#21037  ea.

Gel Callus Cushion

Soft gel cushions calluses 
and reduces discomfort while 
walking or standing. Center 
hole surrounds callus and 
reduces pain by transferring 
pressure to the cushion. 2/pkg.

#21035  ea.

All Gel Toe Cap
Silicone gel caps help 
protect hammertoes, claw 
toes and mallet toes against 
friction and pressure. Closed 
on one end. Cushions tips of 
toes. Helps prevent black toe 
nails and soothes ingrown 
and recessed nails. 1/pkg.

Mini #21047MN   ea.
Sm #21047S      ea.
Med #21047M     ea.
Lg #21047L     ea.

All Gel Toe Tube

Silicone gel helps to protect 
against friction and pressure 
and reduce discomfort from 
hammertoes, corns, blisters 
and calluses. Also used to 
protect and cushion toenails. 
One 41/2” tube/pkg.

Small   #21048S   ea.
Med     #21048M   ea.
Lg        #21948L    ea

Adjustable Gel 
 Hammer Toe Cushion
Helps lift and straighten toes 
to reduce pressure at tips and 
tops of toes. Gel crest pad 
with adjustable toe loop. 
Right or left. 1/pkg.

Left #21046L   ea.
Right #21046R   ea.

Left    #21049TL   pr.
Right  #21049TR  pr. 

Gel Dancer’s Pad
Metatarsal-Sesamoid gel pads 
are designed to shift weight 
bearing away from the big toe 
joint. Redistributes weight onto 
pad away from the ball of the 
foot. 2/pkg.

#21014  ea.

10
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Kiwi gel pads provide invisible cushioning and protection to sensitive areas of the foot. Self-adhesive, hand-washable 
and Dermatologist tested. Perfect for high heels, open and even strappy shoes and sandals!

Ball  of Foot Cushions

Invisible Gel Cushions for 
in Between the Toes

Protects the sensi t ive area between the toes against  rubbing and fr ict ion.

Kiwi® Invisible gel cushions indulge feet to a day of comfort in fashion shoes. These gel cushions provide virtually invisible 
cushioning and protection to the foot. They adhere comfortably and securely to the inside of the shoe, to help protect the sensitive 
area between the toes from painful pressure, rubbing and friction that toe posts on shoes can cause. 1pr./pkg. 

#588-037 pr.

These invisible gel cushions help prevent burning pain in the sensitive ball-of-the-foot area. They can be 
worn in all fashion shoes, including open-toed sandals. 1 pr./pkg.

#588-031 pr.

Extra Pressure Rel ief  Long Last ing Comfort

Gel Heel Liners

These invisible Gel Heel Liners provide comfort and protection for fashion shoe, which can cause discomfort 
and rub against sensitive heels. They also prevent heels from slipping in and out of shoes. 1 pr./pkg.  

#588-034 pr.

Cushions and Protects Sensi t ive Heels.
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K i w i  G e l  P a d s

Gel Soft Spots

Gel Steppies

Discreet gel cushions help prevent pain in the 
ball of the foot. Improves shoe fit and comfort. 
Special pressure sensitive adhesive backing 
will make sure the Steppies stay in place.   
#A80001 pr.

Made of a silky smooth gel that conforms 
to the shape of the foot, Slingies are sized 
and tapered to fit all types of shoes. These 
fantastic ¾ length insoles provide luxurious 
cushioning all the way from the base of the 
heel to the ball of the foot. Adhesive backing 
provides secure placement. #A80023 pr.

Gel Slingies

Luxurious Footcare

Apara’s Gel Arch Appeal provides concealed 
gel cushioning and support for arch relief in 
any shoe, including the most daring pair of 
pumps. This arch support insert improves both 
shoe comfort and fit. The adhesive backing 
secures placement. #A80049 pr.

Gel Arch Appeal

Clear gel pads provide instant relief to pressure 
points.The adhesive backing provides secure 
placement. Discreet yet highly effective, 
these adhesive gel pads can be placed in any 
problem area for instant relief while wearing 
uncomfortable shoes. Small enough to fit in a 
purse, they will help prevent an uncomfortable 
night out. #A80062  6pc.

Gel Heel Appeal

Clear gel cushioning provides comfort and 
protection for the back of the heel. Gel 
Heel Appeal inserts keep heels perfectly 
positioned atop even the highest heeled 
shoes. A special pressure-sensitive 
adhesive makes sure Heel Appeal never 
slips. Prevents shoes from slipping off. 
#A80005 2 pr./pkg.

Apara Fashion Perfect Comfort Insoles provide 
heel, arch and metatarsal (forefoot) cushioning and 
comfort. They provide luxurious cushioning all the 
way from the base of the heel to the ball of the foot. 
Added support in arch zone relieves foot pain. The 
anti-friction foam top cover keeps feet comfortable. 
These ¾  length cushioned Insoles are ideal for 
any type of Women’s (and Men’s) casual and dress 
shoes and boots. The slim and slender design 
makes them ideal for tighter and narrower women’s 
shoes and boots. One Size. #A80088 pr.

Perfect Comfort Insoles
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Gel Toe Protector
Recommended for relief  
from hammertoes, 
over/underlapping digits, 
corns, blisters, calluses, 
abrasions, nail problems  
or discomfort to the tip of 
toes or fingers. Cushions, 
protects and reduces 
pressure. One size.
1/pkg.

#S7001  ea.

Gel Heel Cups
Relieves pain caused by 
plantar fasciitis and heel
spurs. Cushions and 
protects, absorbs shock 
to heels, ankles, knees 
       and back. Silcone 
         construction provides
           all-day relief. Cradles
              the heel. One Size. 
              1 pr/pkg. #S7016  pr.

Gel Toe Separators

Gel Toe Spacers
Comfortably straightens, aligns and 
cushions the toes to help remove 
shoe pressure. Helps correct and 
relieve pain caused by bunions. 
One size. 2/pkg.

#S7002  pkg.

Ideal for irritation/abrasion between 
toes, soft corns, overlapping toes and 
nail problems. Fits most types of shoes. 
2/pkg. One size.  

#S7003  pkg.

All-Gel Digital Cap
Cushioning protection for 
toes or fingers. Helps reduce 
discomfort caused by corns, 
blisters and ingrown nails. 
Can be worn with sandals 
or open-toed shoes. One 
size. 1/pkg.

#S7005  ea.

Gel absorbs shock 
and eases burning 
sensation in the ball 
of foot. Cushions and 
helps relieve pressure 
and friction. One size 
fits most. 1 pr./pkg

#S7015 pkg

Gel Ball of Foot 
Gel Cushion

Plantar Fasciitis
Arch Sleeve

Provides gentle compression 
and comforting support to the 
arch of foot. Comfortably lifts 
and supports the plantar fascia. 
Helps relieve heel and arch 
pain. 1 pr./pkg.

#S7009  pr.

Cushion, Protect  and Rel ieve Foot Pain wi th Every Step!

Gel Corn Pads

Helps relieve painful corns! 
Softens and cushions 
corns. anatomically shaped 
gel corn pads allow for 
custom placement. 
One size. 2/pkg.

 #S7000 pkg.

TheraStep  f rom Sil ipos®  provides comforting foot care 
products that turn uncomfortable walks into soothing therapy 
sessions for troubled feet. Mineral oil conditioners moisturize 
and soften skin and new cushion foam products provide a 
lightweight, breathable alternative.

Gel Hammer Toe Cushion
Helps relieve toe pain caused 
by hammer, claw and mallet 
toes. Reduces toe and forefoot 
pressure. One Size. Fits left or 
right. 1/pkg. 

Gel Toe Tubes 
Alleviates pressure and 
friction on sore/irritated 
toes and fingers. Ideal for
blisters, calluses and 
ingrown nails. One size.
2/pkg.

#S7006  pkg
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Gel Bunion Cushion
Anatomically shaped foam shield and 
gel dot alleviate bunion pain. Cushions, 
protects and reduces pressure. One 
size fits most. One per pkg.  

#S7004 ea.
 #S7007  ea.

Silipos

Wuru Lambswool

High heels no longer have to be 
painful!  These invisible gel pads prevent 
burning in the stressed balls of the feet. The 
metatarsal pad provides relief and cushions 
the metatarsophalangeal joints. Self-adhesive. 
Removable. One Size. #173 pr.

Metatarsal Pad
Pedag Feel Good Gel Pads

Heelix®  Moleskin Heelix®  Half Insoles

Foam Half-Insole cushions the ball of the foot.

14030HI ea.

Soft cotton flannel adding provides protection to sensitive feet 
and toes. Self-stick adhesive backing keeps padding securely 
in place. Comfortable under socks and hosiery and in all types 
of footwear. Three 3” x 4” non-medicated sheets per pack. 

#P00132 ea.

Wool’s natural properties perform wonders, providing 
cushioning, absorbing moisture, reducing friction, 
preventing blisters, and promoting breathability. This 
makes Wuru perfect for hiking, running, cycling, skiing, 
team sports, and other active endeavors. Wuru is 
delicately washed and carded, lanolin-rich, 100% 
premium New Zealand wool. Apply to blisters and 
hot-spots, under socks for instant relief. .75 oz.
#W00261 ea.

.
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Boot Bumper
Optimum absorption of pressure!  Effective in protecting against discomfort 
caused by ski boots, skates, cleats and other athletic footwear. 1/pkg.

• Helps protect the foot and ankle from 
abrasions without the added bulk.

• Provides light compression to the 
foot and ankle.

• The unique properties of Silipos gel 
sooth irritation, burning and redness.

S/M (71/2” - 9”)         #1770 ea.
L/XL      (9” - 103/4”)       #1771 ea.

All Gel Metatarsal Pad

The “All Gel” Metatarsal Pad is intended to help eradicate plantar 
calluses and hard skin, reduce the adverse effects of weight bearing 
and alleviate painful rubbing and friction from walking. 

• Provides even pressure distribution.
• Anatomically designed for comfort 

and support

Reinforced toe loop
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One pair per box. One size fits all. 
#10465 pr.

Gel Tubing

This gel coated tube proects the limb or digit by absorbing 
friction and providing gentle compression and lubrication. 
Indications: burns, hammer toes, arthritis.

#1085   Narrow Mesh Tubing 
             Three 1” x 6” tubes

Digitube Plus features a ribbed 
knit fabric.

#1086  Digitube Plus Narrow
            Two 3/4” x 6” tubes

#1087  Digitube Plus Wide
            Two 1” x 6” tubes

Wide Mesh Tubing

Mesh tube coated with gel. Protects against 
friction and pressure related equipment 
problems while lubricating skin. Wide tubing 
is wrist/ankle size.

#1084  Wide Mesh Tubing
            One 3” x 10” tubes

Gel Toe Separator

Anatomically molded to fit comfortably between toes, reducing shearing 
and inter-digital pressure. Helps correct overlapping toes. Mineral oil gel 
soothes and moisturizes the skin.

S/M (15 pc.) #1160 pkg.
L/XL (15 pc.) #1161 pkg.

Gel Toe Spreader

Thicker than toe separators, these comfortable toe spreaders are used as 
a wedge for bunion deformity, overlapping toes or toe drift. Comfortably 
separates the big toe and the second toe to help maintain proper alignment 
and relieve pressure on the bunion joint. Molded from a vitamin-enriched 
gel, which absorbs pressure and friction while releasing mineral oil to 
soothe and moisturize skin.

Small (4 pc.) #1150 pkg.
Medium (4 pc.) #1151 pkg.
Large (4 pc.) #1152 pkg.

Silopad Achil les Heel Pad

Digital  Pads

Protects fingers from friction and toes from footwear pressure. Use where 
corns, calluses or hammertoes cause discomfort.

Mini 5th toe (12 per bag)     #1005 ea.
S/M lesser toes or fingers (12 per bag)    #1006 ea.
L/XL (12 per bag)                     #1007 ea.

Digital  Caps

Fully lined with Silipos polymer gel, the digital cap is ideal for all around 
digital protection. Long enough for fingers and can be used to protect 
hammer toes and over/under lapping toes.

Mesh Digital Caps (8 pc.)    #1023 ea.
Digital Caps S/M (6 pc.)                   #1020 ea
Digital Caps L/XL (6 pc.)                   #10206 ea

Silipos Achilles Heel Pad is a lightweight, comfortable toeless 
sleeve which cushions and protects the tender Achilles area 
while releases mineral oil to help soften and moisturize 
The skin. Can be worn with shoes, athletic footwear, ski 
boots, skates, and cleats. Provides gentle compression and 
dissipation of pressure around inflamed area.

Small/Medium, Ankle Circumference: 7” to 10”  #1038 ea.
Large/X-Large, Ankle Circumference: 9” to 12”  #1039 ea.
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Felt Callus Protectors

Relieves pressure areas. Comforts and protects 
calluses, blisters and other foot irritations. 
Absorbs pressure and friction to ease pain

Felt Corn Protectors

Cushion and relieve painful corns. These 
soft pads feature a cut-out opening to 
protect corns from shoe pressure and 
stop friction while allowing corns to heal. 
They can be worn directly on skin or 
inside shoes. 

Toe Cushions

Gently divide, cushion and protect toes.They 
can be worn on top of or underneath toes to 
ease pain from corns and other toe irritations. 
Soft foam separates toes to relieve rubbing 
while absorbing pressure and friction. 

Bunion RelieversTM

Align toes properly. Fits between 
first and second toes to maintain 
proper alignment while reducing 
friction and irritation. Durable 
construction. 

2/pkg. #P229 pkg

Nylon Toe Cap

and help prevent callus 
build-up. Self-adhesive 
backings. Position 
on skin or inside shoes. 
Trimmable.

8/pkg. #P16 pkg

3-Layer Toe SeparatorsTM

Tubular-FoamToe Bandages TM

Surrounds, cushions and protects 
toes. Tubular-foam bandages 
remove corns, ingrown nails and 
other irritations by surrounding 
and protecting toes with soft, 
cotton-lined foam. They also 
cushion and separate toes that 
rub while reducing pressure and 
friction. Bandages compress to 
fit comfortably in shoes.
Trimmable.Three 3” long 
pieces/pkg. 

#P337 pkg.

Toe Straightner

Aligns crooked, overlapping or flexible 
hammertoes and reduces rubbing between  
toes. A cotton-elastic adjustable loop holds 
problem toe in proper position, while a soft 
dual layer pad cushions and protects the 
ball-of-the-foot area. Double toe version 
straightens two adjacent toes. The triple 
toe version straightens three toes and is for 
right or left foot . One toe splint per pkg.

Hammertoe Cushion

Soft chamois-covered pad supports bent-under 
hammer, claw, mallet and arthritic toes to ease 
forefoot pain and pressure on toe tips to help 
relieve and prevent corns, calluses and blisters. 

Toe TrainersTM

Splints adjacent toes.  Eases pain by 
straightening and separating crooked, 
overlapping or hammer toes. These 
soft, cotton-covered splints cushion and 
protect toes from rubbing. Also great for 
broken or stubbed toes. 

Ball-of-Foot Cushion

Soothing Relief for ball-of-the-foot pain! 
Two layers of soft PolyfoamTM cushion 
and protect to reduce calluses and make 
shoes more comfortable. 

1/pkg. #P88 pkg.

#P55     Single Toe Splint             pkg.
#P57     Double Toe Splint            pkg.
#P58-R   Triple Toe Splint/Right     pkg.
#P58-L   Triple Toe Splint/Left        pkg.
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Velcro® fasteners adjust for a comfortable 
fit. Requires minimal space in shoes
. 
2/pkg. #P51 pkg.

Self-adhesive backings keep them in Place. 
Safe for sensitive skin. Non-medicated. 

10/pkg. #P15 pkg

Toe loop keeps cushion in 
place. Washable 

Cushions and comforts sore toes. Nylon-Covered 
Toe Cap slips onto the toe to protect it completely 
and ease most toe discomforts, including corns 
and ingrown nails. Its durable nylon cover and 
padded toe tip provide extra comfort.

Small/Medium/Large.
1/pkg. #P34 pkg.

2/pkg. #P83 pkg.

Soothes between-toe irritations.
Gently divides crooked or 
overlapping toes to relieve 
between toe corns, blisters, 
pinching and cramping. Soft, 
anatomically-shaped cushions, 
soothe and prevent irritations 
by absorbing pressure with 
their durable, 3-layer foam design. 

         6/pkg.: 2 Sm, 2 Med, 2 Lg.
         #P280 pkg.

Adjustable toe loop holds cushion securely in 
place.Small, medium or large. indicate right 
or left. 

1/pkg. #P54 pkg.
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Visco-GEL® Toe Spacers
Aligns toes and reduces bunion pain. 
These toe spacers comfortably separate 
the big toe and the second toe to help 
maintain proper alignment and relieve 
pressure on the bunion joint. These soft 
positioners are molded from a vitamin-
enriched gel, which absorbs pressure 
and friction while releasing mineral oil to 
soothe and moisturize skin. 2/pkg. 

      #P28S   pkg.  Small
      #P28M pkg.  Medium
      #P28L  pkg.  Large

Visco-GEL® Toe Separators
These separators gently divide 
crooked or overlapping toes 
to relieve between-toe corns, 
pinching and cramping. These soft, 
anatomically-shaped cushions 
are made from a vitamin-enriched 
gel which absorbs pressure and 
friction while releasing mineral oil to 
moisturize and soften skin. 2/pkg. 

#P31S pkg.       Small
#P31L pkg.       Large
#P31XL pkg.     XLarge

Specifically sized to fit the little toe. They slip on 
easily and surround the toe with a soothing gel that 
instantly absorbs, pressure and 
friction. Relieves corns, blisters, 
ingrown nails, pinching, cramping 
and more. Fit comfortably in 
most shoes. Trimmable. 

Visco-GEL® Little Toe Sleeves

Thin wall design fits comfortably in shoes. 
Visco-GEL® Digital Tubes

Visco-GEL®

• Cushions, protects, 
absorbs pressure, shock 
and shear forces.

• Releases medical grade 
mineral oil, enriched with 
vitamin E, to soothe, soften 
and moisturize skin.

• Conforms to prominences 
and foot contours.

• Features anatomically 
correct product design.

• Guarantees its durability - 
will not flatten, deform or 
degrade with use.

• Hypo-allergenic, washable, 
reuseable.

   Visco-GEL® ‘Stay-Put Toe Spacers
         Instant Pain Relief!

Gel loop holds spacer in place. Visco-GEL® 
slowly releases mineral oil and vitamin E 
to soothe, soften and moisturize skin. Size 
Medium or Large.  #P27 ea.

   Visco-GEL® Hammer Toe Cushion
      Provides relief from toe pain!  

Helps prevent corns, calluses and blisters. 
Comforts related forefoot pain.  
Sizing:  Small/Medium/Large. Left or Right. 
#P53 ea.

Comfort vent at tip allows skin to breathe. 
Washable.  Sizes Small, Large and XLarge.  
#P80 ea.

Comfort 
Vent

Thin 
Design

   Visco-GEL® Toe Cap
Relieves toe pain instantly!

#P338 pkg.

Separates and aligns big and second toes and prevents 
rubbing. Reduces friction and eases pressure on the big 
toe joins and sore bunions.

Helps relieve hammer, mallet or arthritic toes, 
while easing pressure on toe tips.

4/pkg: 2 small, 2 medium.

2/pkg. #P32 pkg.

Absorbs pressure and friction to help prevent 
and ease pain from ingrown nails, corns, 
hammer toes, blisters and more. Stretches to fit 
over any toe.

Visco-GEL® Hammer Toe Crutch

PediFix Visco-GEL® Hammer ToeCrutch pad 
lifts toes to take pressure off bent-under toe tips. 
Gentle support makes shoes comfortable and 
walking easier. Soft, extra-wide gel loop protects 
and soothes toe-top corns. It is washable, 
reusable and effective for weeks. Small has 
12.5 mm diameter, Medium has 15 mm 
diameter and Large has 20 mm diameter.
P1037 ea.

Visco-GEL® Toe Protector

Offers complete toe and nail 
protection. Instantly cushions and 
protects corns, ingrown nails and 
other toe irritations. A soothing 
gel completely surrounds the toe 
to absorb pressure and friction 
while releasing mineral oil to 
moisturize and soften skin. The 
soft fabric sleeve breathes and 
easily stretches for a custom fit.
Trimmable. One Size. 1/pkg. 
#P82    pkg.    Small
#P82L  pkg.    Large

Multiple-Toe Gel spacers gently separate, divide, 
align and stretch crooked, overlapping toes. 
Soft, anatomically-shaped 5-ToeBuddy® helps 
relieve common toe problems and foot pain. 
Use in shoes to divide crooked and overlapping 
toes that rub, or while resting or sleeping for 
a therapeutic toe stretch. Customize easily to 
help 1, 2 or 3 toes and specific foot conditions, 
including hammer toes and sore toe tips.

Visco-GEL® 5-Toe Buddy

#P1114 pkg.

Visco-GEL® Corn Protector

Relieves painful corns instantly! 
Cushions and protects corns 
to help relieve pain. Features 
a soothing gel that absorbs 
pressure while releasing mineral 
oil to moisturize and soften skin. 
Their soft fabric sleeves breathe 
and easily stretch for a custom 
fit. Trimmable. One Size. 2/pkg.

Small/Regular #P81    pkg.
Large  #P81L  pkg.

Visco-GEL® ToeBuddy Bunion Guard
Two loops keep a soft Gel spacer in perfect 
position between first and second toes to 
separate and align. ThisToeBuddy Bunion 
Guard absorbs pressure and friction to 
relieve bunion pain. Exclusive Visco-GEL® 
soothes and softens skin. Thin design fits in 
most footwear styles and makes shoe more 
comfortable. Washable, reusable and effective 
for months. Interchangeable for right or left 
foot. 1 per pack.  P1038 pkg.
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Self-adhesive silicone sheets smooth, 
soften and improve the texture, color and 
thickness of scars. Helps relieve itching and 
pain. Washable & reuseable.2 sheets/pkg. 
(21/2” x 3”)   #P806 pkg.

Visco-GEL® Silicone Scar 
Management Sheets

Gel Moleskin

Soothing gel is superior to traditional moleskin. 
It adheres gently to cushion and protect whille 
absorbing pressure and friction. Perfect for 
corns, calluses, bunions, blisters, heels and 
more. Washable and reuseable. 

Two 21/2 “ x 3” pieces/pkg.  #P805  pkg.

Visco-GEL® Bunion Guard

Absorbs pressure, eases pain and slim design 
fits in most shoes. Soft gel shield cushions 
and protects sore bunions from pressure and 
friction. It releases vitamin E and mineral oil to 
soothe and moisturize skin. Soft 
stretchable toe loop holds guard 
in place. Washable and reuseable. 
One size fits most.

#P46-L (for large toe)  pkg.
#P46-S (for small toe) pkg.

   Visco-GEL® Dual-Action Bunion Fix
      Provides Instant Pain Relief!  

Soft Gel spacer separates and aligns 
first and second toes that rub, while the 
contoured Guard cushions and protects 
the big toe joint. Visco-GEL® slowly 
releases mineral oil and vitamin E to 
soothe, soften and moisturize skin. One 
size fits most.1 per pack. #P47 pkg.

Visco-GEL® Little Toe Buddy-Bunion Guard

• Separates & aligns toes that rub.
• Cushions & protects bunions.

Bunion Guard

Toe Spacer

PediFix Visco-GEL® Little ToeBuddy Bunion Guard 
includes two loops that keep a soft gel spacer 
in perfect position between the 4th & 5th toes to 
relieve painful corns. Contoured Guard absorbs 
pressure and friction to protect little toe bunion. 
Thin design fits in most footwear styles. PediFix 
Visco-GEL® Little ToeBuddy Bunion Guard is 
washable and reusable.  One per pack.  
P1320	pkg.

PediFix Visco-GEL® Bunion Relief Sleeve cushions bunions to protect 
them from shoe pressure and friction. Soft’N Stretch fabric sleeve 
positions the Gel dependably, comfortably, without adhesives. 
Spacious shoes will best accommodate its 1/8th inch thickness. It is 
interchangeable for both left and right foot. Small fits shoe sizes 6-9 
and average width feet, Large fits shoe sizes 9+ and wide feet. 
1 per pack  P1303	pkg.

Visco-GEL® Bunion Relief Sleeve

Sore Spot Skin Bandage

PediFix SoreSpot Blister & Skin Protection 
Bandages minimize friction and shear to 
prevent blisters, corns and calluses or 
protect them after they’ve formed. Ultra-thin 
so they fit in any shoes. Clear and nearly 
invisible. Flexible and conforming to foot 
contours. Self-adhesive so they stay in 
place. Effective for diabetic skin-care and 
other friction-reduction applications. 

Small Bandages fit toes. Large Bandages 
fit bunions, heels, ball-of-foot. multi-day 
protection. 4 per pkg. #P810  pkg.

Fabric Comfort Toe Wraps

PediFix Comfort ToeWraps separate, 
straighten and align crooked toes. Effective 
as a splint for broken, stubbed or injured 
toes. They include hook & loop fasteners for 
easy adjustment. 2 per pack.

-Gently Align Crooked, Overlapping and‘
  Hammer’ Toes.
-Straighten & Separate Toes That Rub
-Soft, Comfortable, Convenient, Long-lasting.

P6055 pkg.

Forefoot Protection Sockette

PediFix Visco-GEL Forefoot Protection Sockette 
cushions and protects, from toe tips to ball-of-foot. 
Absorbs shock, reduces friction, irritation. Stays 
in place without adhesives. Dancer’s favorite for 
relief of forefoot and toe pain and prevention of 
corns and calluses. Comfortable in most footwear. 
PediFix Visco-GEL Forefoot Protection Sockette 
is interchangeable for Right or Left foot. Small fits 
shoe sizes 5-9, Large fits 9+. 1 per pkg.

• Protects Toes, Metatarsals & Forefoot
• Absorbs Pressure, Friction & Shock
• Stops Painful Shoe Rubbing
• Helps Prevent Corns, Calluses, Blisters
• Soft Gel-Lined Fabric Protects Tops & 

Bottoms of Feet
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Metatarsal Shoe Cushions
Comfort and protects the ball-of-the-foot 
areas by absorbing pressure and reducing 
friction with soft, durable foam. They also 
add extra padding to thin-soled footwear 
and work great in high-heeled shoes to 
ease metatarsal pain while preventing the 
foot from sliding forward. 

Great for women’s or men’s shoes!

Arch Bandage

Works like an insole, 
but takes up less 
space. Supports fallen 
arches or flat feet and 
eases related toe, 
ball-of-foot or heel pain. 

Instantly supports weak or fallen arches to help 
relieve plantar fasciitis - a painful foot condition 
often associated with heel pain and heel spurs. 

Arch Brace

It is helpful for bunions, neuromas, plantar 
fasciitis and heel spurs. This soft elastic 
bandage gently squeezes the arch to provide 
support and extra stability to sore tired feet. 
Makes shoes more comfortable.1/pkg. 

#P60 ea.

Hallux Valgus NightSplintTM

Non-ambulatory positioning control. Immobilizes 
hallux to speed healing. Adjustable varus-valgus 
alignment to maintain ideal surgical result. 

Small Left (Wom up to 7)             #P6035SL  ea.
Small Right (Wom up to 7)          #P6035SR  ea.
Med Left (Wom 8-10/Men 6-8)     #P6035ML ea.
Med Right (Wom 8-10/Men 6-8)  #P6035MR ea.
Lg Left (Wom 11+/Men 9+)          #P6035LL  ea.
Lg Right (Wom 11+/Men 9+)       #P6035LR  ea.

Self-adhesive backings keep them in place. 
One size fits most. #P90 pr.

Corrects heel posture and 
prevents uneven shoe wear. 
Heel inserts help limit excess 
pronation. Helps relieve 
pressure on ankles, knees, 
hips and back. 1 pr/pkg.

#P316 pr.

 Small Medium    Large
Wom 5 - 7  8 - 10   11 - 13
Men   6 - 8     9 - 11

 Heel Straights

Small Men 7-81/2 / Wom 6-101/2

Large Men 9+ / Wom 11+

#P61 ea.
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 Visco Gel Arch Wrap

Adds support to relieve heel and arch pain! 
Stretchable fabric with hook and loop closure 
positions a soft silicone gel cushion under the arch. 
Designed for wear under or over socks, or when 
barefoot. Thin profile design fits comfortably in most 
footwear. Washable and reuseable for months. 
Interchangeable to fit left or right foot. 1/pkg.

Small           #P1291S ea.
(Fits narrow and average width feet) 
Large           #P1291L ea.
(Fits wide feet)  

Self-Sticking Cushions for Shoes & Feet
Unique new Pedi-Gel™ material is self-sticking, washable reuseable and safe for sensitive skin. Adheres 
directly to skin or inside of shoes to provide extra cushioning. 2/pkg.

Ball-of-Foot Pads
Cushions and protects to relieve pain, prevent calluses and keep feet from sliding forward in shoes. Provides extra padding 
for thin-soled footwear. Durable, washable and reuseable to provide months of comfort. Self-sticking pads adhere directly to 
feet or the inside of  shoes. One size fits most.  #P8201 pr.

Arch Pads
Cushions and protects to support fallen, weak or high arches. Helps relieve arch and heel pain and tired, 
aching feet. Self-sticking pads adhere directly to feet or the inside of shoes. Durable, washable and 
reuseable. #P8202 pr.

Callus Pads

Cushions and protects to relieve pain from corn, calluses, and blisters. Absorbs friction, pressure and shock. Helps prevent 
irritation and callus build-up. The Unique shape surrounds sensitive areas. Self-sticking pads adhere directly to feet or the
 inside of shoes. Thin design, washable and reuseable. #P8203 pr.

Pedi-GEL™

Pedi-GEL™ Metatarsal Support Pad

PediFix Pedi-GEL Metatarsal Support Pads provide two benefits — they cushion and protect the forefoot from shock and pressure, and support the 
metatarsal or ‘transverse’ arch to help relieve calluses and neuroma pain. Self-adhering to stay in position in shoes.1 pair.

• Relieve Ball-of-Foot Pain, Calluses
• Cushion & Protect Forefoot
• Contoured Pads Ease Neuroma Pain
• Washable & Reusable  #P8208 pr.
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Deep-Healing Foot CreamTM

Moisturizes skin, softens calluses and revitalizes feet with a non-
greasy formula featuring mineral oil, urea, lanolin and vitamins A, D 
and E. This cream penetrates deeply to help heal dry, cracked

areas, which is especially beneficial for people with 
diabetes and sensitive feet. 4 oz. jar. 

#P3069  ea.

Gently whisks away corns and calluses to unveil 
softer feet. It features two emery surfaces (fine 
and coarse) to gently smooth rough, dry or 
hardened skin. Ergonomically-designed, non-slip 
handle provides precise control. Great for hands 
and nails too!

#P3020 ea.

Pedi-Quick® Safety
 Corn & Callus Trimmer

Safely, quickly and easily removes dry, 
hardened skin from feet. Its flexible 
plastic handle helps prevent nicks to 
ensure a safe, professional pedicure 
at home. 

#P3035 (includes 3 blades)     ea.
#P3036 Blade Refills - 5 pack  ea.

Pedi-Quick®

Two-Sided Foot Fi le

#P3076  ea.

FungaSoapTM

Helps relieve the discomfort 
of itching and dryness 
associated with athlete’s 
foot, while it cleans and 
refreshes skin. This 
patented soap is enriched 
with tea tree oil, used safely 
on skin for centuries as a 
disinfectant and antiseptic. 

#P3071  ea.

Tea Tree Ult imatesTM 

Soaking Crystals

This therapeutic foot soak 
features an exclusive blend 
of tea tree and peppermint 
essential oils that soothe 
aches and pains, relieves 
itching and softens corns 
and calluses, while fighting 
fungus and bacteria. 

#P3078  ea.

The all-natural way to protect at-risk feet.  

Tea Tree Oil, an antimicrobial that 
cleans and protects. 
Ginger and Peppermint Oils, 
refresh tired feet and stimulate 
circulation.  
Shea Butter, containing vitamins 
A, E & F, moisturizes and soothes 
dry skin and helps maintain good 
skin balance.

  Pedi-Quick® 
Dual-Action Foot Fi le

Smoothes corns and calluses. This handy file features a fine emery surface to 
reduce rough, dry areas and a coarse stainless-steel surface to help remove 
extra hard skin. The non-slip handle provides precise control. 1/pkg.

F o o t  R u b z

Makes Feet and Hands Feel Great for Hours!

Foot Rubz TM design is based on an ancient Asian acupressure technique. 

#SG01001 ea.

• Massages trouble spots in feet 
and hands. 

• Massages specific muscle 
groups on any part of the body.

• Results in 5 minutes!
• Depth can be controlled by 

applying pressure.
• Doctor recommended for 

Plantar Fasciitis.

Massages sore, tight and tired muscles! The Rubz TM Full 
Body Massage Tool uses Ancient Asian Acupressure 
techniques to apply pressure to relax muscles, reduce 
tension and increase circulation.  

#SF98365	 ea.

	Rubz	TM		Full	Body	Massage	Tool

	Rubz	TM		Foot	Massage	Roller

The Rubz TM Roller’s unusual design combines ancient 
Asian Acupressure techniques and modern design to 
provide relief from common foot pain and ailments like 
Plantar Fasciitis and Heel Spurs.  

#SF98366	 	ea.  		

Clean and soothe feet fast! Improve hygiene, 
reduce odor. Great for use after sports, exercise 
or the gym. When a shower isn’t practical. Wipe 
away dirt and germs after sandal or flip-flop use. 
Helps remove fungus & bacteria from skin
surface.  Exclusive footcare formula: Tea Tree and 
Peppermint Essential Oils, Aloe and 
Vitamin E. Alcohol free. Encourage diabetic 
footcare. 6.6” x 7.8”.  25 wipes per pack. 
#P3370  $ ea.

Tea Tree Ult imates® Foot Wipes

Diabetic DefenseTM

Daily Therapy Foot Wash

#P3011  ea.
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                            “Seamless” socks for pat ients wi th diabetes,  ar thr i t is ,  edema and other systemic or foot 
problems. Since each sock is c losed by hand, not by machine, there are no toe seams to dig into toes.  Al l  of 
our diabet ic socks have bui l t - in ant imicrobial  protect ion that inhibi ts the growth of  bacter ia and fungus. Protects 
against  athletes foot  and foot odor.   Sock sizes:  S/M (9-11) M/L (10-13) L/XL (13-16)

Diabetic Socks

#AGS200    $ pr.

• STA-Cool wicks moisture for drier, odor-free feet
• Relaxed stretch top and larger diameter bottom for improved circulation
• Internal terry cloth padding on plantar surface, sides and dorsal toes, 

provides added safety, protection and comfort
• Flat internal toe seam helps prevent irritation and curbs ulceration
• 75% Soft Spun Cotton, 10% STA-Cool Silver, 10% Stretch Nylon and 

5% Elastic

Roomy Diabetic Crew Socks with 
FYnesse®  STA-Cool®  Moisture Management System

Small (6 - 8)  Medium (8 - 10)  Large (10 - 13)  X-Large (13 - 16)
Crew style, available in black or white.

M e n ’ s  S o c k s

The American Rough cushioned boot length sock has a heavy 
cushioned foot and leg wi th a reinforced heel  and toe that 
provide comfort  and super ior  work socks for everyday. 71% 
cotton, 25% polyester,  3% nylon and 1% spandex. Fi ts men’s 
shoe sizes 8 -  12 (Three pair  per package)
. .
Sold in mullt iples of four packages.  . 

#SY8301 pkg.

American Rough
Boot Length Cushioned SockMade in America!!

Comfort

Support

Durability

Cool	&	Dry

Breathable

Powe r  Fr e s h e n 	S p o r t  S h o e s,  Gy m  B a g s  &  Lo c ke r s !

Sneaker 	Bal ls

2-Pack with 
Matrix Design.

#66502EA pkg.

Fresh and clean scent shoe freshener with TX3 Odor Blocker! Place them any where that tough odors are a problem. Not like other air fresheners. 
They’re smaller, tougher and rounder because they have to work in small places, where other odor fresheners don’t fit. They are the only air 
fresheners made to tackle the inside of a sneaker, gym bag or locker! 

6-pack with Tie 
Dye design.

#I87104 pkg.

2-Pack with 
Happy Face Design.

#40802EA pkg.

2-Pack with 
Ice Design.

#46602EA pkg.
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Yacht & Smith
Thermal Boot Sock

The perfect thermal socks for winter weather! These thermal socks are thicker 
than the typical pair of socks. Great for wearing with a favorite pair of boots for the 
commute to work, going out with friends, or simply wearing at home. For warm 
toes and additional comfort, these socks prevent rubbing against the back of boots.
The cushioned design offers additional comfort. Insulated to retain body heat: 
The top band ensures that the socks don’t slide down, helping to insulate body heat, 
keeping cold air from reaching inside.These extreme weather socks are Ideal for 
activities including working, skiing, snowboarding and hiking and.are perfect for 
shovelling or playing in the snow. Great for indoor wear for additional warmth.
            These socks are made for those who want durability and comfort throughout 
            the winter season. The soft and comfortable brushed lining gives feet all-day 
            warmth. 80% Cotton,15% Polyester and 5% Spandex. Machine Wash, Tumble Dry. 
            3 pair per pkg. Order in multiples of 4 pkgs.                      

N E W !

    Size 9-11 fits Women’s shoe size 5-11. Size 10-13 fits Men’s shoe size 7-12  #9470 Pkg. 
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W o m e n ’ s  F o o t  S o x
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Tri-on Sox provide protection of the shoe and foot while trying on shoes. 

T r i - o n  S o x

Women’s  (Nude or Black)  
1 gross/box              

Men’s Ribbed Dress Tri-on Socks

Delmar Disposable Foot Sox with an elast ic top s l ip on 
easi ly and stretch to f i t  a lmost any foot s ize.One gross 
(144) per box. Beige only.  
 

#49550 Box

Delmar Elastic Top Disposable Foot Sox

Avai lable in black only. 
48/box.

Athletic/Work Disposable Tri-on Socks

Cotton/Lycra Foot Sox

Soft  stretch fabr ic wi th reinforced toes 
and top.1 pr. /pkg. Beige, Suntan, White 
and Black.  Sz. 81/2-111/2 
 
#FS200 pr.

Fashion Knee High

Fashion Ankle High
Soft  stretch fabr ic for  smooth f i t  and 
comfort  re inforced toe and top. One 
size f i ts al l .  Nude.
 
Beige.#FS700N pr.

T h e s e  s t y l e s  a r e  s o l d  i n  multiples of 12 packages.

Foot Sox

Nylon/Lycra band, low cut sock.  Low prof i le 
for  low cut shoes. Soft  stretch fabr ic for 
added foot comfort .1 pr. /pkg. Beige. 
Sz. 81/2-111/2

#FS1810 pr.

Toe Sox

Nylon/Lycra band, sof t  stretch fabr ic f i ts 
comfortably over the toes. 1 pr. /pkg. Beige. 
Sz. 81/2-111/2 

#FS1800S pr.

Men’s (Nude or Black)  
   1 gross/box

Low prof i le for  low cut shoes.
Soft  stretch cotton fabr ic wi th 
Lycra band for smooth f i t  and 
comfort .  3 pr. /pkg. Beige, black, 
whi te.  Sz.  81/2-111/2 

#FS1300 pkg.

#49004 Box #49007 Box

#49001 Box #49002 Box

Avai lable in whi te only.  100 per bag.

Avai lable in Beige, Black 
and Suntan. 96/box

Knee-Hi Tri-on Socks

#49324 Bag
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#26801  ea.

Suede Renew
Cleans and reconditions 
all colors of suede, 
nubuck, pigskin and 
napped leathers. 
6 oz. aerosol.
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10.5 oz. Aerosol    #26723 ea.
  5.5 oz. Aerosol    #26702 ea.

Unique wax-free 
lotion that cleans, 
polishes and 
protects smooth 
leathers, vinyls 
and reptiles. 
8 fl. oz.

Shoe Stretch

For use on all types 
of leather to ease 
tight shoes and 
gloves. Helps 
break in new shoes. 
6.5 oz. aerosol.

#26713 ea.

#26710 ea.

Sport Shoe Shampoo

Ideal for athletic footwear 
materials. Cleans all colors 
of canvas, nylon, suede 
and nubuck. Soil Guard 
foam helps footwear stay 
clean longer. 
7 oz. aerosol.

#26707 ea.

All season water repellent that 
protects leathers, suede, nubuck 
and fabric shoes, boots and 
bags. Will not darker leather.

Boot & Shoe Care Red Bottle 
Shoe Stretch

Stretches tight 
shoes. Walk away 
tightness in seconds. 
4 fluid oz.

#MA1 ea.

Sneaker Wipes

The ultimate in 
convenience. 
These wipes clean 
everyday dirt and 
stains from leather 
suede and vinyl.

#28205  ea.

Sandal Life

The only kit formulated for 
cleaning and deodorizing 
all types of sandal 
footbeds. Removes 
perspiration, oils and dirt. 
A nylon bristle brush is 
included. 4 oz.

#26550  ea.

Cadil lac®  Classic Sponge

• Instant one-step shoe polisher.
• Good for all colors.

Use on all colors of smooth 
leather and vinyl. Shines in 
seconds! Easy to apply with 
no mess. Ideal for home office 
and travel. 

#84125  ea.

Cleans and removes stains. Specially 
formulated to clean all types of suede, 
nubuck and other leather products. 5 fl. oz. 
pump. #745408		$	ea.

Heelix 	Foaming	Suede,	
Nubuck	and	Leather 	Cleaner

Heelix 	Prime	
Neatsfoot 	Oil 	Compound

Waterproofs, softens, lubricates 
and preserves. Adds longer life to 
leather by preventing cracking and 
drying. Ideal for boots, shoes, saddles, 
baseball gloves and other leather 
goods. 8 fl. oz.  62001		$	ea. 

Heelix 	Saddle	Soap

Cleans, softens and preserves 
smooth leathers. Removes wax 
build-up on all smooth leather 
footwear, saddles and tack. 
5 oz. #745404			$	ea. #	745401						8	oz.				$	ea.

#	745402						4	oz.				$	ea.		 

Heelix 	Mink	Oil
Conditions and preserves smooth leathers 
and vinyls. Helps prevent stains, drying 
and cracking. For use on shoes, boots, 
jackets and bags.

Heelix 	Mink	Oil 	Spray

Waterproofs, conditions and 
protects smooth leathers 
and vinyls! Heelix Mink Oil 
keeps leather soft, pliable, 
waterproof and stain resistant.  
5.5 oz.  #MIS		$	ea.

Heelix 	Oil 	Tanned	
Leather 	Conditioner	

Cleans, protects and preserves all oil tanned 
and waxed leathers. Renews appearance 
and restores oils to dry and worn oil tanned 
leathers. 4 oz. #745403		$	ea.

Heelix 	Liquid	Si l icone

Protection for smooth leathers. 
Easy to use. Prevents water 
penetration. Allows leather to 
breathe. Self-applicator. 4 fl. oz. 
#745405		$	ea.

Heelix 	Leather 	Balm

Cleans, conditions and polishes 
all smooth leathers. Keeps 
leather soft and pliant. 4 fl. oz.
#745406		$	ea.

Heelix 	23”	Ovalette 	Shoe	Horn
23” plastic ovalette shoe horn. Assorted 
colors.	#SH23		$	ea.

Heelix 	23”	Metal 	Shoe	Horn
23” extra long metal shoe horn. Assorted 
colors.   #5830			$	ea.

Heelix 	Suede	Leather 	Heel 	Grips
Prevents heel slippage. Provides more comfort 
and a better fit.  2 pr./pkg. #90006			$	pkg.

Deep cleans all smooth 
leathers, vinyl and patent.
Effective on all colors of 
shoes, boots, handbags, 
luggage, coats and other 
leather articles. 8 fl. oz.. 

Leather & Patent Cleaner

#26955 sea.

Rain & Stain Shield

Heelix	
Salt 	Stain	Remover

Removes salt stains on smooth 
or suede leather. Shoes look and 
feel better. 

 4 fl. oz. with applicator.
#745407		$	ea.

Heelix Rain & Stain Shield is presently 
unavailable. See Griffin brand on page 24.
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Suede Brush

Boot Brush

Polish Dauber

Shine Cloth

Nylon bristle brush 
with plastic handle.

This multi-use cleaning tool 
works on all suede and 
nubuck uppers. It also cleans 
the soles and cleats of boots 
and golf shoes.

#77007  ea.

Foam daubers 
apply polish smoothly. 
Two applicators per 
package.

#48005  ea.

Shoe Buffer
Lamb’s wool on
wood block.
71/2” x 21/4”

#48001  ea.

#70001  ea.

12 oz. flannel 
cloth. 5” x 20”.

#75011  ea.

Fitt ing Aids & Shoe Inserts

 Cadil lac® 
Heel Grips

Heelix® 
Half  Insoles

Ventilated foam Half 
Insoles cushion the 
ball-of-the-foot. One
Size fits all.

#14030HI pr.

 Cadil lac® 
Halter Cushion

Foam cushion 
prevents foot from 
sliding forward. 
Self-adhesive. 
One size.

#64005  pr.#64004  pr.

Prevents slipping and 
rubbing at the heel. 
Makes loose shoes fit 
better. Sponge rubber
Self-adhesive.

Shoe Care & Tools
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Dry chemical bar and 
brush to erase spots 
or oil in suede, nubuck 
and other suede type 
materials.

Suede Kit

Griff in® 
Heel Savers

Save on heel repairs! 
Easy to apply. Two pair 
with staple attached 
and nails. Sizes small 
and large.
 
Large  #52201L pkg.

#84002 ea.

Anti-slip pads for the 
bottom of the shoe. 
Use for new, old and 
baby shoes. Available 
in regular or large. 

 Heelix® 
Sure Walkers

Regular #84204 pr.
Large    #84205 pr.
Bulk:
Large #39204B  3/dz pr.
Large. #39204G  144 pr. 

Adhesive backed foam 
rubber pad with suede 
leather cover. 2 pair per 
package.

     #90006  pkg.

Heelix® 
Suede Leather Heel Grips

 Cadil lac® 
Tongue Pad
Pushes the foot 
back to prevent 
slipping at the heel. 
Helps loose shoes 
fit better. 
Sizes S/M/L/XL
#64011c  pr.

MB® 
Suede Halters

Suede cushion halters 
re-distribute pressure 
from.the sensitive 
ball-of-foot area. 
Suede covered foam 
provides a comfortable 
ultra soft feel.  
#39103pr  1 pr./pkg.

Venetian	Shoe	Cream

Cleans, polishes, conditions, preserves protects and 
prolongs the life of leather. Use on fine leathers and 
plastics, shoes, handbags, boots, luggage and watch 
straps. Venetian Shoe Cream with Color will restore 
and revive leather color. Neutral (no pigment) is safe 
for all colors. 3 oz.

Black			 						 #VSCB			 							ea.
Med.	Brown							 #VSCBMB								ea.
Neutral					 #VSCN			 							ea.

Venetian	 Imperial 	Leather 	Balm

Formulated with fine oils, gentle cleaners and a 
unique blend of imported waxes to clean, polish, 
nourish and preserve fine leather articles. Repeated 
use will prolong the life of glazed leathers, plastics, 
cordovan, patent and exotic & reptile leathers or 
leathers with deep grain or perferations. Not for 
suede or nubuck. 

#VSILB		$	ea.



Kiwi Camp Dry

#21600 10.5  oz. Aerosol   ea.

Camp Dry Performance
Fabric Protector

Protects all fabrics - nylon, 
canvas and Gore-tex. Repels 
water, dirt, and oily stains. Highly 
concentrated non-silicone super 
polymer for long-lasting protection.

Camp Dry Heavy Duty
Water Repellent

Superior water repellency and 
protection for tents, back packs 
and boots. 13% silicone content 
for durable protection.

#21800 12 oz. Aerosol   ea.

Kiwi Polishes

Preferred for the f inest  in shoe care!  The special 
b lend of  waxes shine waterproof,  nour ish and 
restore the appearance of  leather .

Kiwi Paste Polish

Regular Tin: Black, Tan, Brown, Neutral, White,
Mid-Tan, Blue, Cordovan and Oxblood.
#101 11/8 oz. ea.
Large Tin: Black & Brown  #102  2.5 oz.  ea.

Honorguard 
Instant Spitshine

High gloss water resistant 
shine. Black only.

#12511  2.5 fl. oz. ea.

Parade Gloss
Premium high gloss shoe polish. 

#10311  11/8 oz.  ea. Black or Brown
#104-011  21/2 oz.  ea. Black only.

Scuff Cover
Water resistant. 
Provides and 
instant wax shine! 

Colors: Black, 
Brown and White. 

#11611   21/2 oz. ea.
Liquid Wax

Self-shining shoe polish. Quick, 
easy, high gloss shine. Even flow 
applicator. Colors: Black and Brown

#11511   21/2 oz. ea.

Kiwi Shoe Whitener
Non-Toxic formula contains an advanced 
polymer and whitening agent to help older 
shoes look new. Designed to cover evenly 
without streaks or chalky residue. Sponge 
applicator.

#117-011  2.5 fl. oz. ea.

Phone: 800 446 3820 Fax: 800 822 0180

Premium Paste Tin

The finest paste polish
available with a high 
wax content to provide 
a durable ultra glossy 
shine. Available colors:
black and brown. 

 #437  13/4 oz.  ea.

KiwiTM is made with the finest shoe care 
formulas, convenient and innovative 
products for those on the go. 

•  Strong Branding.
•  Shoe image for easy ident i f icat ion.
•  Clear product descr ipt ions.
•  Contemporary packaging design.
•  Protected distr ibut ion
•  Color coded segments indicat ing 

product category.

Premium Wax Shine

Superior and easy to use 
liquid wax polish for a deep, 
natural shine. Use to nour-
ish and protect leather. 

Colors:  Black and Brown

#473  2.5 oz. ea.

Kiwi Shoe & Leather Care

• Superior protection to help keep shoes 
looking great longer. 

• Creates extra-strong invisible shield to keep 
water and dirt from penetrating footwear 
materials while allowing it to breathe.

• Great for shoes, boots and leather articles 
such as jackets, bags and ski wear.

w i t h  N a n o  P a r t i c l e s
All  Protector

  #382-002 7 oz. spray  ea.

KiwiTM offers:

Suede & Nubuck CleanerFast Acting Cleaner

Just spray on and wipe clean. 
Ideal for all colors of leather, 
nylon or vinyl. No rinsing, no 
messy residue and no dry 
time required!  Great for all 
types of athletic shoes.

#357-001  
5.5  oz  Aerosol  ea.

The ideal cleaner and 
conditioner for all suede 
and nubuck leathers! 
Removes dust and dirt 
while conditioning and 
softening all types of 
suede & nubuck leathers. 

#395-001 
5 1/2 oz. Aerosol   ea.

Kiwi TM Shoe Deodorizer
All  Day Shoe & Sneaker

Protection from Heel to Toe!

•  KIWI Fresh Shoe Deodorizer provides a 
f resh blast  of  deodorant to help neutral ize 
unpleasant odors f rom al l  types of  shoes

•  Shoe deodor izer features a unique dual 
spray appl icator that  takes care of  odors 
f rom heel  to toe

•  Fresh powder scent
•  Shoe spray is sui table for  a l l  shoe types

   2.2 oz. spray   #331-001  ea.

Express Shine Sponge
Delivers a fresh shine time after time. Unique dosage reservoir system prevents the sponge from 
drying out. No mess and no buffing! 

Black 
#478-001 ea.

Brown 
#478-002 ea.

Neutral 
#478-003 ea.
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Leather Refinish

Finally! An easy way to Refinish & Color Restore leather i t e m s !

Leather 	Refinish

Designed to “ Do it Yourself “ which is extremely flexible and will not rub off on 
clothing.  Just wipe the leather item to remove the everyday grimes and oils, then 
just apply a favorite Leather Refinish Color Restorer in a circular motion. It dries 
to the touch in about five minutes. There is no need to mask off metal hardware. 
Leather Refinish Color Restorer wipes off easily with a damp cloth without staining. 

• Very easy to use. 
• Non-toxic. 
• Flexible. 
• Will not rub off on clothing. 
• Not affected by hot or cold 

temperatures. 

• Waterproof. 
• Natural looking finish. 
• Does not stain metal. 
• Smoothens out scuffs 

and rough spots. 
• Cleans up easily. #LAR1		ea.

Griff in Polishes & Shoe Care

Phone: 800 446 3820 Fax: 800 822 018024

Black      #G00653    ea.
Brown   #G00655    ea.
White    #G00691    ea.

• Liquid self-shining shoe polish 
with controlled flow applicator 
brush         

• Instant color with no buff, high 
gloss protective shine

• Water resistant

Grif f in Shoe Care
Liquid Shoe Polish

• For use on leather shoes 
• Self-shining polish with application brush
• High pigment levels assure full coverage 

of surface with an instant no-buff shine
• Restores natural color
• Extra power covers deeper than normal 

scuffs than a regular shoe polish can
• Water resistant
• 2.5 Fl oz.

Griff in Leather
 Scuff Cover Self-Applicator

Black      #G00773   ea.

             1.125 oz. 
Black      #G00401  ea.
Brown   #G00403  ea.

Griff in Premium
Leather Shoe Polish

Shines and polishes leather goods. A blend of pure carnauba 
wax, bees wax  and the finest grades of waxes and oils. 
Cleans, preserves, waterproofs, and ultimately restores a 
more vibrant and rich color to leather goods and gears.

          3 Oz.
Black        #G11401    ea.
Brown   #G00450     ea.

The Griffin Travel Kit is made with the highest quality 
U.S. made materials available. The kit was exceptionally 
crafted with durability, portability and qualitiy.  

The complete travel kit includes black and brown shoe 
polish, 2 sponge applicators, a shoe shine cloth and brush 
to preserve and protect footwear and other fine leather 
goods. The convenient travel case design allows for easy 
portability to any destination and makes a great gift. 

#G20206  ea.

Griff in Travel Kit

The Griffin Shine Kit includes 
one 5-1/2 “ shine brush 
and one polish applicator. 
Brushes are 100% horsehair 
with wood handles. Horse-
hair shoe brushes work for 
leather shoes, boots, bags, 
sofa and more; great tool to 
clean and polish your leather 
shoes. The kit also includes 
one soft flannel shine cloth. 
 
#04850  ea.

 Griff in®

3-Piece Shine Kit

Maintains the beauty of leather. The shoe 
shine dauber brings the surface to a fantastic, 
high shine. The user interface is comfortable 
and ergonomic and the brush is
easy to pass over the shoe to 
completely cover with polish.
The polishing brush is made 
of 100% horsehair bristles 
with wooden handle. 

#75010 ea.

 Griff in® 
Polish Applicator

Griff in® 
Water & Stain Repellent

Griffin® Water & Stain Repellent is an all-season protector for all materials, including leather, suede and nubuck. 

Griffin Shoe Care® Water & Stain Repellent adds a protective water-resistant layer to block stains and other liquids. It 
provides a breathable layer of protection against water, dirt, and stains that keeps these impurities on the surface. The 
unwanted elements can then easily be wiped away to leave footwear looking beautiful. 5.5 oz aerosol spray can.

#G80653  ea.

 Griff in®

Horsehair Shine Brush

Griffin Shoe Care®Shoe Shine Brush 
is made from real wood and genuine 
horsehair to provide an exceptional 
shoe polish experience. The soft 
horsehair bristles ensure that your 
leather will be safe and polished 
perfectly, leaving an excellent shine 
on shoes and other leather items.
Dimensions: 6” L x 2” W x 1”H

#48003 ea.



This oiled leather sponge 
cleans and conditions leather 
shoes, coats, handbags and 
all fine leather products with 
no mess. It replaces oils and 
prevents drying and cracking. 
Leaves a rich matte finish.

Instant Shine Sponge

Easy to use. No mess. Cleans 
and shines all colors of leather 
and vinyl instantly. Use on shoes, 
handbags, briefcases, luggage, 
even vehicle dashboards. The

Black Colorshine Sponge Oiled Leather Sponge

Easy to use. Cleans and shines 
black leather and vinyl instantly. 
Just wipe and go! Good for use 
on all types of black smooth 
leather shoes. Good for 20 
shines. The re-sealable, no mess 
pack makes it easy for travel, 
home or office.

#P780 ea.#P760 ea. #P860 ea.

Shoe Disinfectant & Deodorizer

Kills MRSA! The only EPA approved shoe 
disinfectant on the market, this formula doesn’t 
just kill bacteria -- it destroys it! This powerful 
disinfectant and deodorant acts quickly on 
germ-laden surfaces after they have been 
thoroughly cleaned. Reduces the hazard of 
bacterial cross-contamination. Effectively 
sanitizes against odor-causing organisms 
on athletic mats, athletic shoes, and similar 
porous surfaces on other athletic equipment. 
5 oz. spray.  #H03003  $ ea.

Phone: 800 446 3820 Fax: 800 822 0180

A t h l e t i c  S h o e  C a r e

Shoe Goo
Ten Second 

Foaming Gear Cleaner AquaSeal
Foaming gear cleaner 
with Soil Guard cleans, 
protects and eliminates dirt 
build-up. Penetrates material 
for deep cleaning. Helps 
keep gear clean longer. 
Spray on and wipe off.
6 oz. #10SEC ea.

Superior athletic shoe 
repair material. 
Replaces worn away 
soles without patches. 
3.7 oz.

Clear  #S404 ea.
Black  #S404B ea.

The highest flexibility,  
adhesion and shock 
absorption available in a 
urethane formula shoe 
repair. 1.5 oz.

#21563 ea.

Tannery Premium
Revit ial izer & Condit ioner

All in one surface cleaner 
and conditioner. Specially 
formulated to protect, clean 
and condition leather, vinyl, 
rubber, plastic and fiberglass. 
Its unique, natural formula 
penetrates and provides a 
protective shield to help guard 
against constant exposure to 
damaging sunlight and extreme 
temperatures. 10 oz. aerosol. 
#T11106  ea.

Stegmann Cork Renew

Earth friendly, easy to use. Protects, 
preserves, waterproofs and seals cork 
footbed on sandals. This non-solvent, 
water-based formula will seal the cork 
and prevent it from drying out and 
breaking down. 

2.4 oz. bottle with brush top 
applicator. cap.
.  
#S1111-ST $ ea.
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Call	for	color	charts	for	Tarrago	polishes	or	visit	our	website:	
agsfootweargroup.com

Also available: Tarrago Liquid Dye, .86 oz. 
with Preparer .88 oz. Includes applicator 
brush and sponge.  #DYL91  Assorted colors.

Color Spray Dye &
Tarrago Liquid Dye,

12 oz.    #NLP ea.
4.5 oz.    #NL5 ea.

Designed to permanently change the color of 
leather, vinyl or plastic. Easy to use. Brillo 
4.5 oz. Available in a wide range of colors. 
(Color chart available). Kelly’s 12 oz. available 
in Black, Dark Brown, Navy and White.

T a n n e r y

Tarrago	Cream	Polish

                                                       Tarrago Shoe Cream Polish is a soft wax-based shoe cream
                             that nourishes and maintains shoes, boots, belts, handbags,  crafts 
or other leather goods. It shines and enhances the color of leather and synthetic 
leather and can be used on all natural and smooth leather such as cowhide, goat, 
pig and equine leather. Enriched with natural waxes like bees wax and carnauba 
wax , Tarrago Shoe Cream softens and nourishes, providing a lasting shine and 
waterproof protection. High quality pigments provide great coverage that dries 
very quickly and is safe for the environment.  Available in many colors. 1.73 oz. jar.  
#T310		ea.	(metallic	colors	#T37)

A self-shine cream containing natural  waxes. It’s unique 
formula gives an instant shine without the need for brushing 
while nourishing the leather. The purpose designed applicator allows easy 
application. For leather and synthetic leather.  50 ml jar. Available in 12 
colors.		Amber Brown,  Bordeaux, Beige, Brown Sugar, Medium Brown, 
Dark Brown, Nevada, Navy, Black, White, Neutral and Dark Burgundy. 
#A640050		ea.

Tarrago	Nano	Protector

Innovative top-class protection based on revolutionary 
nanotechnology  provides an impregnable waterproof barrier. 
Individual fibers are covered by a high-tech waterproofing agent 
to better repel water.  Materials stay breathable and like new for 
longer. For all kinds of leather, suede, nubuck and textile materials.  
6.53 oz. #ITGS22		ea.

Tarrago	Suede	Renovator

Suede Renovator recolors and rejuvenates suede. It revives the 
original color and nourishes by replacing the natural oils lost from 
the leather. Protects against water, keeps breath-ability of the shoe, 
and dries fast. Will not rub off. For suede and nubuck. 6.49 oz., 
aerosol. Available in Black, Brown and Navy.  #MA7			ea.

Tarrago	Self-Shine	Shoe	Cream
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Apple Brand Products provide complete cleaning and conditioning for finished leather goods 
without the sticky residue. These products do not contain any harsh chemicals, abrasives or wax. 

Suede & Nubuck Cleaner
Cleans most oil and water based stains from suede, 
nubuck, roughout and fabric! Won’t cause discoloration or 
leave residue when used as directed. Balanced formula 
preserves the natural composition of suede and nubuck.

 #FP119  4 oz ea.

Leather Care Kit
Includes one 4 oz. Leather Cleaner, one 4 oz. 
Leather Care, one soft shine cloth and a care 
brochure in a reuseable clear vinyl zipper bag.

FP260 ea.

Leather Cleaner
Quickly removes most soil, grease and food stains 
without leaving a ring or residue. Removes dirt and 
grime from leather that was not pretreated. Follow-up 
with Leather Care to rehydrate the leather by 
reintroducing the emollients that have been lost 
due to cleaning, use and time.

FP203   4 oz.  ea. 
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Leather Care
Ideal for all smooth finished leathers, including leather 
furniture, car interiors, clothing and accessories. Helps 
prevent permanent stains when used periodically. 

• Will not darken finished leathers.
• Keeps leather soft and supple.
• Safe on exotics.

  #FP101   2 oz.   ea.   
  #FP103   4 oz.   ea. 

#FP105   8 oz.   ea 
#FP181   Gal.      ea.

Premium	
Leather 	Care

Since	1882

Bick 1 
Leather Cleaner

• Makes all types of tack clean 
and beautiful in One Step.

• Does not darken leather
• Deep conditioning care product, 

ideal for restoration projects!
• Recommended for all finished 

leathers, including exotics!
• Cleans, conditions and protects 

leather!

8 oz.  #10FPR107 ea.

Bick 5 Complete 
Leather Care Condit ioner
• Complete care for all your tack, 

harness and leather goods.
• Thick and rich formula stays where 

you put it!
• Keeps fine tack feeling soft and 

supple!

#10FPR104 ea.
16 oz. sprayer bottle

• Really cleans hardworking 
tack & harness.

• Cleans fine leather quickly 
and effectively.

• Always follow up with Bick 4 

8 oz.   #10FPR110 ea.

Bick 4 
Leather Condit ioner

Lexol Ph Cleaner

Ph balanced to thoroughly clean leather safely. 
Strong for tough jobs, but gentle enough for the fin-
est leather. Anything less is not really cleaning!

Glycerin-Rich - pH Balanced

																		#ENE301453							16.9 oz.	 ea.

Softens Leather      Prevents Cracking

Lexol Leather Condit ioner

Preserves, strengthens and 
beautifies all leather articles, 
including saddlery, boots and 
more.  Protects old and new 
leather from cracking and 
premature aging. Made with 
the finest tanning oils that bond 
with leather fibers to keep it 
nourished.

#01008      8oz          ea
#ENE301455     16.9 oz       ea.   Spray  
#00203           1 l t .           ea.
#00204           3 l t .         

Everything in the kit has been selected by a real-life master cobbler, based 
on years of experience. Contents:include:
(1) 2 oz. MooBuzz® All-Natural Leather Protection made of two all-natural 
ingredients: Beeswax and Neatsfoot Oil. Kit includes Travel Tin.
(1) 8 oz. Shoe Cleaner
5” Horsehair Shine Brush has a waxed hardwood handle and 100% 
horsehair fill.
1” Applicator Brush
14” x 14” Shine Cloth made of 100% cotton fleece..

Conjured up by a real-life cobbler, MooBuzz® All-Natural Leather Protection 
is handcrafted in Cambridge, Wisconsin. Made with all natural, no-nonsense 
ingredients. MooBuzz® Leather Protection is made in small batches, 
by hand, using only natural, locally-sourced and renewable ingredients 
whenever possible.  #150-05-KIT ea. (Kit)

MOOBUZZ®  Leather Care Kit  
All Natural Leather Protection

Specifically curated to help 
care for leather goods, the 
Starter Care Kit offers the 
easy-to-use tools needed 
to keep leather looking and 
feeling timeless. 

MOOBUZZ®
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Spray Shines

Master Quick Shine

With the touch of a button, 
you can instantly shine 
any smooth leather.

13 fl. oz. #MSS10 ea.

Shine 2000

Instantly shines any 
color of leather without 
brushing. Conditions 
and waterproofs. 
13 oz.

#JB10006 ea.

Hoffco Liquid Shoe Dressing

Contains the finest waxes and ingredients to preserve, condition 
and beautify shoes. White and Dirty Buck. 4 fluid oz.

 #HO1 ea.

Renews original finish on heels and soles. Black.  4 fluid oz.

#54104001 ea.

Boot Care 

Boot Saver (Toe Guard)
A permanent solution to the 
premature wear of safety 
footwear. This polyurethane cap 
is applied to the toe of safety 
footwear. Available in black, 
brown and tan. 

#94121W ea.

KG’s Boot Guard

Extends the life of boots! Superior protection from toe wear, water 
and chemical seepage around welt and seam. Won’t crack, peel or 
flake off. Easy to apply, dries overnight. 2 oz. jar with applicator.

safely cleans surface 
dirt on suede, leather, 
nubuck, plastic, vinyl, 
nylon, satin, canvas 
and linen.

Lincoln Stain Wax

The finest professional 
stain polish.

#LIN1 3 oz. 
Colors: Black, Brown
Marine Cordovan, Tan, 
Neutral, Light Brown, 
Blue and Mahogany.

Lincoln E-Z Cleaner

8 fl. oz.  #LIN2 ea.
Quart    #LIN4 ea.
Gallon   #LIN5 ea.

#LIN3  2.2 Lb.      
Colors: Black & Brown

duenorth®

Assorted Polishes

Roll Call
A n g e l u s  M i l i t a r y  G r a d e

E d g e  D r e s s i n g
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#DN83351	 	S/M (Men’s 3-7/Wom 5-9)		pr.
#DN83368	 	LG/XL (Men’s 8-14/Wom 10+) 	pr.

Due	North®	Everyday	G3	TM	Traction	Aids
Ideal for outdoor winter activities that require urban and light duty 
casual, dress and athletic footwear. A 360° spike pattern provides 
more push-off and lateral grip. Ice Diamond carbide 
spikes are integrated into a new open/close split 
rubber tread for improved traction. Unique 
support on heel strap provides easy 
adjustment. Easy to put on and take off.  

Due	North®	Everyday	PROTM	Traction	Aids

Ideal for outdoor enthusiast’s, who occasionally 
need additional traction on ice and snow while 
performing activities. The special rubber 
compound stays strong and retains elasticity 
in subzero temperatures. New and improved 
toe-box design enhances fit and function along 
with a 360° spike pattern that provides more push 
and lateral grip. Support hole on heel strap for easy adjustment. 
Easy to put on and take off. Six Tungsten Carbide Ice DiamondTM  

#DN83627	 S/M (Men’s 3-7/Wom 5-9)             $	pr.
#DN83634 LG/XL (Men’s 8-14/Wom 10+)      	$	pr.

Traction Aides 

Urad Leather Cream

Complete leather care! Cleans, moisturizes, protects and shines. Dries to a non-greasy, 
non-sticky finish in 30 seconds. Contains Carnauba wax and lanolin oil. Natural, 
biodegradable and non-toxic. Use for regular shiny leather, man-made leather and 
vinyl. Perfect for shoes, boots, leather furniture, auto interiors, saddles and more!

Neutral  3.5 oz.   #UR100100  ea.
Neutral  7 oz.      #UR200100  ea.
Black  3.5oz.       #UR100101  ea.
Black 7 oz.          #UR200101  ea.    
Brown  3.5 oz.    #UR100102  ea.
Brown  7 oz.       #UR200102  ea.

Lt. Brown  3.5 oz. #UR100103  ea.
Lt. Brown  7 oz.    #UR200103  ea.
Red 3.5 oz.            #UR100105  ea
Blue  3.5 oz.          #UR100106  ea.
Cordovan  3.5 oz. #UR100107  ea.
Cordovan 7 oz.     #UR200107  ea.
Tenderly   5 oz.     #TE140100   ea.

Black   #KG20BLK ea.   
Brown  #KG20BRN ea.

YAKTRAX®	Quick	Trax

Studded Ice Traction for Feet! Durable tungsten carbide 
steel spikes. A quick and easy solution to the dangers of walking 
around in slick icy conditions. Simply stretch over the forefront of 
shoes. Provides safe secure traction. One pair/pkg. One size fits 
most. Wom 6 - Mens 12. 

#SOF08744 pr.

KG2 Extreme Heavy Duty 
Kevlar Boot Laces

KG2 Kevlar Laces are fire and chemical resistant, 
They are virtually unbreakable!  Color: Black. 
54”  #KG254 pr.          72”  #KG272 pr.
63”  #KG263 pr.        							
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Edge Dressing

Fiebings Stretch-It
Mink Oil  Liquid

Repti le Cleaner

Snow Proof

Glycerine Saddle Soap Bar

Reconditions restores and protects leather! 
Original formula. 3 oz.

• All weather protection.
• Stops mildew and dry rot.
• Prevents cracking.
• Economical.

#40010 ea.

Lightening fast relief for tight 
shoes and boots!

Quart   #SF1 ea.
Gallon  #SF2 ea.

Sole and edge dressing for leather. 
Available in black or brown.

      4 fl. oz.    #FI2 ea.
      Carded    #F06 ea.

For the cleaning and care of fine saddlery, riding 
boots and other articles of leather. 7 oz. bar. 
#FI4 ea.

Softens, preserves and 
waterproofs shoes and 
boots. 8 oz.

#F236  ea.

Quickly cleans, polishes, 
preserves and restores 
genuine and imitation reptile 
leathers. 8 oz. pump.

#F19  ea.

Specialty Waterproofing

Sportsman’s favorite waterproof, snowproof 
and dewproof dressing. Conditions, cleans, 
waterproofs, polishes and restores faded

Bear Grease Dux Bak
Leather conditioner 
with silicone water-proofs, 
protects, softens and 
preserves shoes and all 
leather goods. 4 fl. oz.

#WH4 ea.

#48442 ea.

Waterproofs leather from rain, 
snow, sun and salt. The original 
Bee’s Wax leather waterproofer!

7 oz. tub                #1330 ea.
31/2 oz. tube            #1333 ea.
Carded 31/2 oz. tube   #1333B ea.

Sno Seal
Sil icone Water-Guard

Silicone water-guard for leather 
and fabric footwear.  Suitable for 
outerwear, footwear, tents, sleeping 
bags, and suede. Specially formulated 
to apply maximum repellency in a 
single application. It restores factory 
waterproofing but still allows materials 
to breathe. 12  oz. aerosol.
#13366 ea.
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Leather Dye

Suede Dye

For dyeing all leather articles.
4 fluid oz. #100 ea.

Dyes, brightens and restores suede and 
roughout shoes and other articles. 
4 fluid oz. #KEL25 ea.
Colors:  Black, Medium Brown, Blue
and Kelly Green.

Colors:  Black, Medium Brown, Dark Brown, 
Tan, Brittish Tan, Light Brown, Russet, Beige, 
Russett, Grey, Cordovan, Purple, Mohogany, 
Yellow, Burgundy, Green, Navy Blue and Red.
Color Chart available.

Liquid Glycerine 
Saddle Soap

A specially formulated liquid 
glycerine saddle soap for the the 
cleaning and care of fine saddlery, 
riding boots and other articles of 
leather.  Cleans, preserves and 
restores saddlery and all leather 
articles (except suede) 32 oz. 

#SS00P032 ea.

Nor-v-gen	Shoe	Oil

A leather conditioner especially prepared 
to preserve the life of all leather goods, 
such as footwear, saddles, straps, 
baseball mitts, bags etc. Softens stiff 
leather and makes new shoes and boots 
more comfortable. Restores new life to 
old hard leather, making it supple and 
tear-proof. Repels dirt and water, helps 
prevent stains. Odorless. 8 oz with 
applicator. #4619 ea.

and scratched leathers. Helps 
prevent drying and cracking. A 
unique blending of petroleum 
and natural waxes extends 
the level of leather protection. 
Odorless. 8 oz with applicator.

This famous light all-purpose oil softens new leather and beautifies and restores aged leather by replacing its lost oils. It guards against 
moisture, mold and mildew. Will not harm stitching nor darken most leather. An AGS exclusive!

32 oz..  
(12/case) 

#T120C		ea.

Gallon 
 (5/case) 

#T130C	ea.

16 oz..  Spray 
(12/case) 

#T110S		ea.

“Tanner ’s Oil ,” A long-time favorite among horse owners and saddle makers !

Angelus 802 Spot Remover
Works well when a longer working/drying time is 
needed. Will not evaporate as fast as dry cleaner 
and is less harsh. Used to remove stains or spots 
a cleaner can no longer remove (including ink) 
and also prepare leather for dying or painting. 
For use on fabric, suede and leather.  
4 fl. oz.  # ANG80204Z ea.
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King Automatic Umbrella
• Opens golf size 55” arc.
• Folds to 141/2”
• Push button opens & closes.
• Ergonomic handle.
• Fabric sleeve for carrying & storage.

#7110  ea.

Standard Automatic Umbrella

#7107  ea.

• Opens to 42” arc canopy.
• Folds to 111/2”.
• Opens at push of a button.
• Sturdy strength steel frame.

Totes Classics is a collection of their 
most dependable traditional umbrellas.

Standard Manual Umbrella

#7119  ea.

• Basic folding manual umbrella. 
• Opens to 43” arc.
• Folds to 91/2 inches . 
• Water resistant canopy.

Automatic Black Stick Umbrella

#TNS99  ea.

• Opens to 48” arc.
• Black metal shaft.
• Curved wood handle.
• Nylon Canopy

Black Stick Doorman’s Umbrella

Umbrellas not shown 
(special order-not stocked):
Basic Women’s Manual        #8012 ea.
Totes Automatic Women’s   #8345 ea.

U m b r e l l a s

Super HotHands® 
Hand & Body Warmer

Toasti  Toes® 
Foot Warmer Insoles

HEATMAX®

When placed in 
pockets or between 
layers of clothing, 
provides up to 
18 hours of safe, 
soothing heat.

HotHands® 
Toe Warmers

Warming products that provide safe,  rel iable,  air-activated heat made from all  natural 
materials.  Great for sports and other outdoor activit ies! Now made in the USA.

Sticks to socks. 
and provides up to 
8 hours of warmth. 
Great for outdoor 
activity in cold weather!

#TT240  pr.
(40/box)

When placed in 
pockets or gloves, 
provides up to 10 
hours of soothing 
warmth. Great for
athletics, spectators 
and outdoor workers.

Thin comfortable 
warmer fits in shoes 
or boots. Provides 
over 9 hours of 
warmth. One Size. 

#HFINS  pr.
(16/box) #HH2 pkg. 

(40/box)

#HH1-ADH
(40/box)

G i f t  I t e m s

Shoe Bag

Moneysworth & Best shoe 
bag with draw strings. Keeps 
the shine on shoes and off of 
clothes. Protects shoes from 
scratches and keeps dirt away 
from other luggage contents. 
Ideal for travel or storage. 

Superior Weather Protection!

32

Automatic Travel Umbrella
• Fits in brief case or portfolio.
• Folds to 8”
• Large canopy opens to 44” arc.
• Light weight aluminum frame.

#7109 ea.         

All umbrellas are black with matching sleeve. The King Automatic, 
golf size, is boxed. Women’s umbrellas can be special ordered.

• Opens to 60” arc.
• Nylon Canopy.
• Wind proof frame.
• Curved wood handle.

#315U  ea.

Boot Scrubber

Perfect for job site or home. 
Keeps dirt, mud and snow 
from coming in the door! 
Soft side bristles won’t 
scratch shoes, while stiff 
bottom bristles clean the 
deepest cleats. Durable 
hard wood and steel  
construction #54098 ea.

#LC169 ea.

The Griffin Shine Kit includes one 
5-1/2 “ shine brush and one polish 
applicator. Brushes are 100% 
horsehair with wood handles. 
Horsehair shoe brushes work for 
leather shoes, boots, bags, sofa 
and more; great tool to clean and 
polish your leather shoes. The kit 
also includes one soft flannel shine 
cloth.  

						#04850		$	ea.

Griff in
3-Piece Shine Kit

Apple Leather Care Kit

Includes one 4 oz. Leather 
Cleaner, one 4 oz. Leather 
Care, soft shine cloth and 
care brochure in reuseable 
clear vinyl zipper bag.

FP260 ea.

HotHands® 
Hand Warmers

• Highest quality U.S. made 
materials available. 

• Exceptionally crafted with 
durability, portability and qualitiy.  

• Includes black and brown shoe 
polish, two sponge applicators, 
a shoe shine cloth and brush to 
preserve and protect footwear 
and other fine leather goods. 

• Convenient travel case allows for 
easy portability to any destination 
and makes a great gift. 

Griff in Travel Kit

#G20206  ea 	

.

MOOBUZZ®  
Leather Care Kit

See Page 26

New!

Specifically curated to help 
care for leather goods, the 
Starter Care Kit offers the 
easy-to-use tools needed 
to keep leather looking and 
feeling timeless. 

#150-05-KIT ea. 
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S h o e  H o r n s

Plastic Shoe Horn Flexaform Shoe Horn

Jockey Shoe Horn

23” Ovalette Shoe Horn 18” Plastic Shoe Horn 23” Metal Shoe Horn

B50 Shoe Horn Back Scratcher Shoe Horn

12” handsome Indonesia Rabin wood handle 
with rawhide hanging strap. Chrome plated 
shoe horn. #B50  ea.

Plastic hook grip shoe horn. 
144/box. #SH4 box

Plastic flexaform 6” shoe horn. 
#SH3 ea.

The classic shoe horn design enlarged for 
individuals that may not be able to use a regular 
shoe horn. Assorted colors. #SH6 ea.

Professional Metal Shoe HornPolished Metal Shoe Horn
31/2” hook grip shoe horn. 144/box. 
Silver.  #45001/box  #45001E ea.

71/2” metal shoe horn. #45003 ea.

HeelixTM 23” plastic ovalette shoe horn. 
Color: Blue. #SH23 ea.

HeelixTM  23” extra long metal shoe 
horn. Assorted colors. #5830 ea.

24” riding crop style with spring spoon end.
#SH9 ea.

22” shoe horn. Plastic handle and 
back scratcher mounted on sturdy 
simulated bamboo pole. #SH11 ea.

S h o e  T r e e s

Full Cedar Shoe Tree

Solid aromatic Red Cedar.Preserves and extends the life 
of shoes! Natural Cedar absorbs moisture and attacks 
unpleasant odors. Spring loaded shaft and split toe. 

Cadillac Plastic Shoe Tree

Lightweight molded plastic shoe trees. 
Adjustable. One size fits most.

Men’s      #58001 pr.  
Women’s  #58002 pr.

Men’s Sizes                         
Sm 6 - 8            
Med 8 - 10            
Lg      10 - 12            
XL      12 - 14
XXL    14W - 16N

B o o t  S h a p e r s

Plastic Boot Shaper

Boot shapers gently hold dress and winter boots in 
shape and neatly stored year-round. They also help 
extend the life of boots by eliminating creases.

  7” #42007 pr.
  9” #42009 pr.
14” #42014 pr.

AGS Gold 14” Boot Shaper with Handle

Dascomatic boot shapers store and extend 
the life of boots by holding them upright to 
prevent cracking and creasing. They also 
make an ideal cleaning aid. Adjustable. 
One size fits all. 

#468004 pr.

Roll-up Boot Shaper
Plastic sheets with rounded top can be 
rolled to shape the leg portion of boots. 
Can be cut to desired height. 

14” High Clear #ZDB1130F1 ea.
21” High Black #B17929 ea.
26” High Clear #B17928 ea. 
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Boot Jacks

Boot Hooks

Boot Jacks are designed to aid in the removal of 
boots. The Wooden Boot Jack is constructed of 
hardwood lumber with a black rubber tread, to hold 
the boot jack down, and a leather covered heel slot to 
avoid damaging the boot. 

Wooden Boot Jack #WBJ ea. 
Plastic Boot Jack  #PBJ ea.

Boot Hooks are metal hooks with wooden 
handles and are designed to aid in pulling 
on boots. They take the work out of sliding 
into your favorite boots. No stooping and 
struggling - just slip the hooks into the boots’ 
pull straps for a precise pull. 

W e s t e r n  B o o t  A c c e s s o r i e s

81/2” Boot Hooks   #BH pr.  12” Boot Hooks   #BHL pr.

Best Seller!

Best Seller!

Best Seller!

Best Seller!

 #11022 pr.   



Loaded #AGS31 ea.        Box Only   #AGW31MT ea.
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S h o e  S t r e t c h e r s

Professional Shoe Stretcher

#S18 ea.

Stretches men’s, women’s and children’s 
shoes. Specify size. See size chart. 

Women’s High Heel Stretcher

#S18HH ea.

Stretches women’s high heel shoes. This 
device will properly fit in the toe box of 
high heel shoes. Specify size.

  Size        Women’s              Men’s
     4 Children’s Sizes
     3     4W - 6N  
     2  6W - 8N
     1  8W - 10N            6W - 8N
     0              8W - 10N
    00             10W - 12N
  000             12W - 14N
0000             14+

2-Way Shoe Stretcher
• For left or right shoes.
• Simple way to stretch length.
• Unbreakable molded styrene plastic.
• Adjustable bunion relief pads.

 #PH9099 ea.

  Size     Men’s Shoe Size
Small            7 - 81/2

Medium          9 - 101/2

Large          11 - 13
XLarge         13 -141/2

Toe Raiser

This stretcher will provide more room for the 
instep. Stretches the vamp or instep area of 
a shoe. The vamp raiser relieves pressure in 
the most difficult areas to stretch - the instep. 
Works for right or left shoe. Men’s: Medium 
and Large. Women’s: Medium and Large.

#S21 ea.

Vamp Raiser

Mallory Boot Shaft Stretcher

#80379 ea.

Boot Instep Raiser

#S20 ea.

Western Boot Stretcher

Ball & Ring Stretchers

#HOKE ea.

Cast iron Ball & Ring Stretcher:
Replacement not guarenteed.

Toe Box Lifter

#TS24 ea.

P o l i s h  A p p l i c a t o r s ,  S u e d e  B r u s h e s  &  R a g s S h i n e  B r u s h e s

Stencil Dauber
100% black horsehair, wood 
handle.

#SD4 ea.

Flannel Shine Rag

Unpackaged:
#RIO ea.
Packaged:
#70001 ea.

Venus/Nylon Suede Brush

Nylon bristle with plastic handle.

#75111 - Unpackaged, ea.
#75011 - Blister packaged, ea.

Wood/Wire Suede Brush

#05011 ea.

Atom Dauber

100% horsehair, wood handle.

#75007 ea.

  Professional Dauber/Polish Applicator

100% white horsehair, wood handle.

#75007P ea.

 Home Shine Brush

100%  horsehair.
Specify white or 
black. 63/4” x 2”.

Unpackaged:
#75003 ea.
Blister packaged:
#48003 ea.

100%  horsehair.
Specify white or 
black. 8” x 21/2”.

Unpackaged only:
#75001 ea.

Professional Shine Brush

Size    Men’s Shoe Size
Small             6W - 8N 
Medium           8W - 101/2 N
Large               9W - 12 N
XLarge        111/2W - 14N         

This is one of the best solutions for people 
with a high instep or anyone needing more 
room in their boots. Men’s: Medium and Large.
Women’s: Medium and Large.

                                                 #ST1400 ea.

Replacement Parts:
Rod  #S18ROD ea.
Bunion Iron #S18IR ea.

Stretches both the boot shaft and the instep.
It is made of heavy duty cast aluminum. 
The accordion principle is utilized by the 
stretcher to gradually stretch out those 
shoes and boots.

Lifts the toe box of shoes and low top 
boots. Has a rasp on one end with a 
bunion lift (stretcher) on the other end 
of handle. The Toe Lifter can be used 
on either the right or left shoe.

Designed to specifically stretch 
the toe area of a shoe. It will aid in 
providing relief from hammer toes 
and other sensitive foot conditions. 
The same Toe Raiser can be used 
on either the right or left shoe.
Men’s: Medium and Large.
Women’s: Medium and Large.

Used to stretch shoes. The ultimate solution 
for bunion issues. This gadget can be clamped 
on for easy stretching in a specific spot.

Equipped with a long jointed handle that works 
the stretching mechanism from the top of the 
boot shaft. Provides premium stretching results 
for the toe box of western boots.

Size Shoe Size
  1    8 - 10
  2    6 - 8
  3    4 - 6

See pages 21 and 28 for Cadillac and 
Fiebings Shoe Stretch fluids and spray.
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#S22

Suede brush with wire  
bristles and wood handle.

Also available: Small Cotton Daubers
#CD4 gross
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Ritz Measuring Stick

The most popular shoe size stick in America. The foot 
measuring stick quickly and accurately measures the actual 
width as well as length of the foot for correct shoe fitting.  
#RT1 ea.

My Little Footsteps
The only fun and educational method of 
teaching toddlers “left shoe - right shoe.”  
“Footsteps” labels stick inside shoes and 
kids match their feet to their shoes. Two 
sets per card. 36 cards per box. 

#20768 box.

Twister Laces

No tie shoe laces. Lace ‘em and leave ‘em! Twister Laces 
hold shoes on tight. Blister package. Available in black or 
white or assorted. Sold by the 1/2 dozen. 

#JS26PR  1/2 dz.

S p e c i a l t y  L a c e s ,  C h i l d r e n ’ s  A c c e s s o r i e s  a n d  M e a s u r i n g  D e v i c e s 
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Brannock Device

Women’s  #BDWW ea.

Men’s   #BDWM ea.

Children’s  #BDWC ea.

European   #BDWE ea.

European Children’s #BDWCE ea.

Athletic (to men’s 16) #BDWA ea.

Pro (Men’s sz. 10-25) #BDWP ea.

The genuine Branock Device 
scientifically engineered foot 
measuring device. Shows arch 
and toe length as well as width. 
Heel-to-ball measurement 
corrects previous ill-fittings and 
prevents short fitting. 

Lock Laces

• Ideal for kids, seniors and the 
physically challenged. 

• Also great for running, triathlon, 
sports and casual wear.  

• Easy to use - no more untied laces.
• Superior fit and comfort
• Strong, durable and water resistant.

#87744 pr.

  Red    Royal           Purple           Grey         Neon Green     Orange

 Black    White           Brown       Navy         Hot Pink         Yellow 

Camo 72” No-Tie Lock Laces for Boots! 

Camo Lock Laces® for Boots are 72” long and extremely 
durable, fitting all lace-up boots from low-cut hiking boots to 
military boots. One-size-fits-all for kids and adults. Each pair of 
our shoelaces alternative camo designed Lock Laces® 
contains two 72” elastic laces, two lock devices and 
two cord clips and is suitable for lacing up one pair 
of boots or shoes. #87744CAMO pr.

Lace Diameter:7 Strands,  0.25cm  

KG Heavy Duty Kevlar Boot Laces are fire resistant, chemical 
resistant and virtually unbreakable. They are available in 54”, 
63” and 72” lengths. Color: Black  pr.

KG 	 X - T R E M E	
Heavy	Duty	

Kevlar	Boot	Laces

Boot 	Laces

54”		#KG254				$	pr.								
63”		#KG263				$	pr.								
72”		#KG272				$	pr.

Item	#					Length						
TL27 27”       
TL30 30”       
TL36 36”       
TL40 40”        
TL45 45”        

Item	#					Length						
TL54  54”      
TL63  63”      
TL72  72”      
TL81  81”      
TL90	   90”          
TL108								108”     

Taslan	
Boot 	Laces

Round Taslan Boot Laces are bubble packaged and available in 
Black, Brown and Gold/Tan. Sold in multiples of 6 pr. 

Reinforced	Kevlar	Boot	Laces

								
60”			Black	with	Tan	Dash						#KEV60BT										$	pr.		
60”			Black							 																			#KEV60B		 						$	pr.	
60”			Tan	with	Black	Dash							#KEV60TB	 						$	pr.																	
72”			Black	 																				#KEV72															$	pr.

 Strong, durable construction resists abrasion to stand up to 
demanding use and ensure long life. Reinforced Kevlar Boot 
Laces are available in 60” and 72” lengths.  Hang tag packaging.
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To o l s
Royal Touch 

Professional Scissors

• Durable long-lasting 
precision ground 
stainless steel blades.

• Impact resistant.
• Designed to cut through 

multiple layers.
• Molded handles for 

comfort.

81/2”     #RT840 ea.
101/2”   #RT845 ea.

Knife Edge 
Professional Scissors

Heavy duty knife edge shears for 
easy cutting. 8”. #14186 ea.

Punches

Revolving Punch    #RBP ea.
Adjusts to punch 6 different sized holes:
5/64”   3/32”     1/8”        9/64”     5/32”   3/16”
2mm   2.3mm   3.1mm   3.5mm  4mm   4.5mm

Single Punch          #SBP ea.
Punches holes in leather up to 7/8 oz. Hole size
is 1/16” (1.5 mm)

Shipping Tape & Gun
Shipping Tape    #SAPE ea.
Tape Gun           #TAPER ea.

Staplers

Zenith Stapler            #ZST ea.
Zenith Medium Staples  #ZST1 ea.

Awl Haft

Contoured handle for easy use. 
#1186 ea.

Knives

ID          Type

#H4 ea.   Hawk Bill

#KI ea.   Square Point
                #4
#K5 ea.   Square Point 
                #5
#K6 ea.   Square Point   
               #6
#00 ea.    Curved Lip

#TYB ea. McKay
      Type A
#SK3 ea. Round 
                Sole
                Skiver              

Long Arm Reacher

Designed to reach boxes off high shelves. Men’s 
or Women’s. 5’ wood pole with 41/2” x 4” metal 
end. #LAR ea.

Used to punch additional holes in 
straps of shoes and other items.

Wool Daubers  

Small      #CD4 gross
Large      #CD6 gross
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Tarrago Liquid Dye dyes and restores 
leather, canvas and imitation leather. 
Not suitable for suede. Dyes over any 
color, even white on black. Repels 
water and does not crack or chip. The 
fast color can be rubbed with a dry 
cloth. This kit includes a .99 oz. dye, a 
.86 oz. Preparer, an applicator brush 
and a sponge.  

#DYL91 ea. Assorted colors.

Color Spray Dye

Kelly’s Dye    12 oz.    #NLP ea.
Brillo Dye     4.5 oz.    #NL5 ea.

Designed to permanently change the color of 
leather, vinyl or plastic. Easy to use. Brillo 
4.5 oz. available in a wide range of colors.  
Color Chart available. 

Kelly’s 12 oz. available in Black, Dark Brown, 
Navy and White.

L e a t h e r  D y e

Tarrago Liquid Dye Kit

Suede Dye

Dyes, brightens and restores suede and 
roughout shoes and other articles. 
4 fluid oz. #KEL25 ea.

Colors:  Black, Medium Brown, Blue
and Kelly Green.

Leather Dye

For dyeing all leather articles.
4 fluid oz. #100 ea.

Colors:  Black, Medium Brown
Dark Brown, Tan, Brittish Tan, Light Brown, 
Russet, Beige, Russett, Grey, Cordovan, 
Purple, Mohogany, Yellow, Burgundy, Green, 
Navy Blue and Red. Color chart available.

F i e b i n g s  D y e
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A d h e s i v e s
Barge All-Purpose Cement

Improved formula with much stronger bond!. Easy to spread with no smear. 
Holds all man-made materials upper materials securely. Faster to use and 
easier to work with. 

• Waterproof
• Extremely flexible
• One coat 

• No nails
• No stitching
• Will not freeze.

3/4 oz. Tube    #1237 ea.
   2 oz. Tube    #1238 ea.

Quart           #1240 ea.
Gallon          #1239 ea.

Barge All-Purpose Thinner 

This thinner is especially made for all-purpose 
type cement (not for use with celluloid 
cements) It may also be used to clean 
brushes or remove soles that have been 
attached with all-purpose or similar types 
of cement.
Quart Can            #1249 ea.
Gallon Can           #1248 ea.

Barge Rubber TF Cement

Barge All-Purpose TF Cement

Toluene-free formula provides a superior bond. 
Bonds most soling materials for use in the 
repair of shoes. Outstanding for bonding most 
rubber compounds and leather. Recommended 
for bonding all like and unlike materials, except 
for vinyl. Easy to spread. Weatherized - will not 
freeze. Dry time 10-15 minutes. Open time up 
to four hours. Gallon  #DA002 ea.

Barge Infinty Cement

Quart  Can    #DC731 ea.
Gallon Can    #DC900 ea.

Universal all-pupose cement. Improved super-stick 
toluene-free formula. For use directly on vinyl, PVC, 
polyurethane, leather, cotton, synthetic fibers and 
woven fabrics. Clear adhesive. Dry time 2 - 5 minutes.

Commercial adhesive compound with a flexible bonding agent. 
It works by combining the quality of rubber with fluids for easy 
application. Rubber stays in the bond to maintain a flexibile 
hold. Great for sticking soles back on boots, and just about 
anywhere else two flat surfaces need to be re-connected in 
a durable, weatherproof manner.  Quart ®     #1254 ea.

    

Plastic Cement Jar

Master All-Pupose Cement & Thinner

Quart  (Cement)   #1256 ea.
Gallon (Cement)  #1246 ea.
4 oz.    (Cement)  #1259 ea. 
Quart   (Thinner)     #1258 ea.
Gallon  (Thinner)  #1251 ea

Excellent for wide range of materials including leather, rubber, felt, cork, EVA, 
TR, PVC and polyurethane. Can be used with or without heat activation.

Renia Colle de Cologne

Adhesive:     Quart     #RCDC ea.  
                      Gallon    #RCDCK ea.   
Thinner:       1 Lt.        #RCHC ea.
PU Primer :  250 ml.   #RRP ea.

Bonds everything, including vinyl!
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Barge SuperStik™ Cement
Urethane based cement. Ideal for permanent bond for polyurethane, leather, 
nylon, PVC, felt, plastic, vinyl, wood and synthetic and rubber. Brush included.
Quart        DC731 ea.
Gallon      DC740 ea.,

Easy to spread, this all purpose cement is great for a variety of applications and provides a strong  bond. For bonding 
Leather, Rubber, EVA (Crepe), PUR (Polyurethane), TR (Thermoplastic Rubber), PVC (Vinyl). Toluene-free and MEK-

Parfix 1000™

Cement  2 oz.  
#PAR1000 ea.

Instant shoe repair glue. 
Repairs in seconds!

Master Clear Bond All-Clear Cement

Master All-Clear Cement is a special blend of adhesives 
which make it easy to bond leather, rubber, crepe, 
polyurethane, thermal plastic rubber, and thermal plastic 
polyurethane. Regular neoprene based contact cements 
mostly bond leather, rubber, and crepe. Dries clear!
Many repair shops have turned to super glues to bond the 
materials that regular contact cements will not hold. MLK/
Toluene free. 

Gallon #1247 ea.

Plastic Cement Jar 16 oz:  Made 
of non-breakable plastic, these 
jars are the only thing to keep 
your cement in. Replaceable 
brush is attached to metal stem 
that slides up and down to keep 
brush even with cement. 

#S&J ea.
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Felt Scaphoid Pads
(Approximate  Size)

Wool Felt Scaphoid #4474 - Large

Wool Felt Scaphoid #4474 - Medium

Wool Felt Scaphoid #4474 - Small

Felt Scaphoid Pads 
          Self-adhesive. See sizes to right →
          #4474 pr.

   Skived Sponge Rubber 
   #MO442 pr.

   Size             Width             Height
B1  XXS 23/8”  11/4”

B2  XS  27/8”  11/4”

B3  SM 33/16”  11/2”

B4  Med 31/2”  2”
B5  LG  35/8”  21/4”

B6  XL  41/8”  21/2”

B7  XXL 45/8”  25/8” 

#127
Thickness at Highest Point 3/16”

#122
Thickness at Highest Point 3/16”

#107
Thickness at Highest Point 11/32”

#108
Thickness at 
Highest Point 

19/32”

#109
Thickness at 
Highest Point 

21/32”

Scaphoid Pads

Scaphoid Pads/Longitudinal Arches

Moulded red rubber. See sizes below. 
#S14 pr.

#1 for shock absorption!  Apex ppt™ self-adhesive 
components are lightweight and often recommended 
when extra support or cushioning is required. They 
adhere quickly to other materials and are an easy way to  
customize orthotics to meet patients’ needs. Size Small,/
Medium/Large  #4464 - 1 dozen per bag

(Approximate  Size)

Apex PPTTM  Scaphoid Pads  
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Metatarsal Bars

Apex ppt™ self-adhesive components 
are lightweight and often recommended 
when extra support or cushioning is 
required. They adhere quickly to other 
materials and are an easy way to  
customize orthotics. One dozen per bag. 
Sizes: Small, Medium or Large.

 #4465 Dz.

Metatarsal Pads
Moulded Red Rubber 

#M1 pr.

#3A - Right & Left
Thickness at highest point - 5/16”

#2A - Right & Left
Thickness at highest point - 5/16”

#1A - Right & Left
Thickness at highest point - 13/16”

Heel Wedges
Used to control heel valgus 
and pronation. 

Sold by the unit - Right or Left
#M428

Apex ppt™ lightweight, self-adhesive 
components  that provide extra 
support  or cushioning.  Adheres 
quickly to other materials. Easy 
way to  customize orthotics to meet 
patients’ needs. One dozen per bag. 
Sizes: Small, Medium or Large.

#4466 Dz.

Ground Sponge Rubber  

Not self-stick. Sizes: 
Medium, Large and XLarge.

 #MOM1 pr.

Felt Metatarsal Pads
Skived Edge 

    One size. Self-stick.
    
    #M450  pr.

#M428S
Thickness at highest 
point 3/16”

#M428L
Thickness at highest 
point 1/4”

#M428M
Thickness at highest 
point 1/4”

Apex ppt™ with adhesive back

(not actual size)

Apex ppt™ Metatarsal Pads

(not actual size)

(not actual size)

(not actual size)
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Taps & Jimmies are used to prevent 
the  foot from sliding too far forward 
or if the shoe is too loose. Occurs on 
closed toe, medium and high heel 
shoes. Sold in gross pieces.

Foam Taps
#39059 - Sizes 3 - 4
#39060 - Sizes 5 - 7 
#39061 - Sizes 6 - 8
#39062 - Sizes 8 - 9
#39063 - Sizes 9 - 11
#39064 - Sizes 12 - 13

Cork Taps
#39040 - Sizes 5 - 7   (1/16” thick) 
#39042 - Sizes 8 - 9
#39043 - Sizes 9 - 11
#39044 - Sizes 12 - 13
#39050 - Sizes 5 - 7 Heavy  (3/32” thick)
#39052 - Sizes 8 - 9 Heavy
#39053 - Sizes 9 - 11 Heavy
#39054 - Sizes 12 - 13 Heavy

Heel Pads/Felt Filler Raise the heel 
for comfort and cushions under the 
socklining. 100 pr./box.

Synthetic Felt
#39218 - Sizes 3 - 4 (or “0”)
#39221 - Sizes 5 - 7
#39222 - Sizes 6 - 8 
#39223 - Sizes 9 - 11
#39224 - Sizes 12 - 13

Heel Pads

Sizes 5 -  7

Sizes 9 -  11

Taps & Jimmies

(approximate size)

Approximate Size
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12 - 13

9 - 11

8 - 9

6 - 8

5 - 7

Approximate Size
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 5 - 7
 6 - 8
 8 - 9
 9 - 11
12 - 13

Halters

Heel Grips - Hose Savers 
Use in the back of the shoe. 
Prevents slipping at the heel.

A. Sponge Rubber -  Holds the heel more securely.
#39014   3 doz. box   
#64004   Cadillac - 1 pr./pkg. 

B. Suede - Adhesive backed, sponge 
rubber grip with suede cover.
#39019     50 pr. bag 
     
C. Leather - Heelix Suede Leather Heel Grips:
Adhesive backed foam rubber pad with genuine 
suede leather cover. #90006  2 pr. pkg.
 

D. Coimbra Suede Heel Grips: Cushioned leather 
suede. 20 pr. per display card. See below.

A

B

C

Heel Grips

#64005  1 pr./Individually pkg.
     for resale.   
 
#39011   Bulk Packaged, 72 pr.

Soft latex foam in a genuine leather 
frame. Self Adhesive. One Size fits all.
See pg. 8 for more information. 
#7790  1 pr. (Tan)

May be worn in all types of shoes, 
even open toe. Made of a non-slip 
material and foam rubber with 
self-adhesive back.

-  Cushions and absorbs shock
-  Prevents foot from sliding forward
-  Provides better, secure fit
-  Slim, discreet design, 
-  Self-adhesive.\

Pinch Pads
When placed under the 
surface of the upper at 
the break of the shoe, 
this soft pad relieves 
pinching across the 
vamp. 

3 dz./Box. Size Medium.
#39022 Box

Approximate Size
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  Coimbra Halters

Heel grips are made of natural suede leather with a cushion of latex foam. 
Adhesive strip keeps them in place. Tightens the back of the shoe for a 
more comfortable fit and prevents shoes from slipping and rubbing at the 
heel. 20 pairs per display card. Available in Gray or Black. 

    

Insoles
Full Insoles - Used for 
tired feet or to tighten shoes. 

Economy Foam Insoles - Men’s 7-15 and 
Women’s 4-11 and children’s Large and Small. 
One dozen of one size per box. #14502 dz.

Available  by the pair #14002  

  #184C   Card    Gray        #1842C   Card     Black 

X-Large 

Large

Medium 

Small Bulk: 1 Gross 
#39031   S  
#39033   M   
#39035   L    
#39037   XL 
 

Packaged Pair    
#64011C 

Tongue Pads -  Self-adhesive 
pads that prevent the heel 
f rom sl ipping by t ightening the 
f i t  across the instep.
Bulk: 3 dz. /bx    
#39030  S      
#39032  M    
#39034  L    
#39036  XL  
#39039 XXL      

Tongue Pads

Foam E-Z Walkers
(Foam Halters)

M.B. Suede Halter

  #39103pr  1 pr./Individually pkg.
           for resale.

D

Men’s:
S (7-8) M (9-10) L (11-12) XL (13-14)
Women’s:
S (5-6) M (7-8) L (9-10)
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P o s t - O p  S h o e s  a n d  N i g h t  S p l i n t s

Darco Medical Surgical Shoe

Darco Ortho-Wedge Healing Shoes

Utilizing its famous semi-rigid sole and built with a MetaShank forefoot 
support, this shoe provides rigid control and protection.  A breathable 
mesh upper conforms to bony abnormalities of the foot and has a 
reinforced heel counter and paddded heel collar to stabilize the rear 
foot and reduce slippage. 

Men’s: Sm/Med/Lg/XL  
Wos: Sm/Med/Lg
#DMS ea.

Specifically designed to protect the forefoot by removing most of the 
pressure from the  metatarsal head and digits. A natural for the treatment 
of diabetic ulcerations or as a post-op shoe after surgeries to  correct 
hallux valgus, hammer toes or other osteotomies with or without pins.

 

Unisex Sizes: Sm/Med/Lg/XL 
#DOW ea.

Darco A.P.B. All Purpose Boot

Designed with a closed toe to provide all-season protection.  A high 
top design and ankle strap completely eliminate heel slippage. Great 
after surgery and in the treatment of the diabetic and insensitive foot.

Unisex Sizes: Sm/Med/Lg/XL 
#APB ea. 

Darco Heel Wedge Shoe

Designed to protect the heel and promote healing by significantly removing 
weight bearing pressure, while still allowing the patient to maintain mobility. 
The heel wedge is ideal for the treatment of plantar fasciitis, ulcerations, 
infections, fractures, trauma and following surgery of the soft tissue or bony 
structure of the heel. A locking ankle strap and strapless forefoot closure 
seat the foot firmly in the shoe providing secure ambulation. 

Unisex: Sm/Med/Lg/XL  
#HW ea. 

Darco Toe Alignment Splint 

The Darco Toe Alignment splint was designed for post-surgery alignment 
for hallux valgus, hammer toes and tailor’s bunion. The metatarsal band 
on the splint is a soft cotton cloth cushioning foam interior. Includes one 
large toe strap and four smaller individual straps. Use to fit a large foot, 
but is marked to cut to medium or small. One size fits all. 

#DTAS ea.
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Darco Body Armor™ Toe Guard

Fits square toe medical shoes and is made with strong ABS (Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene) plastic to protect toes from daily strikes and bumps. 
It has an adhesive backing and a cushioning foam cutout so that it can 
be secured onto Darco shoes or walkers. The side wings can be molded 
or bent to accommodate a more comfortable fit - ideal for patients with 
narrower or wider feet. Provides protection during healing process.

Women’s Small fits small, medium, and large                 #BATGQ1 ea. 
Men’s Large fits small, medium, large, and extra-large   #BATGQ2 ea.

Body Armor® Night Splint

The only Dorsal Night Splint that actively and comfortably engages the windlass mechanism, allowing the foot to assume a 90 degree 
position, resulting in a specific and sustained stretch to the plantar fascia and a sustained low load stretch to the flexor tendon,  Achilles 
tendon and calf muscles. The Elastic Connector Ring allows for natural flexion of the foot and toes during sleep and gently returns 
           the foot to the dorsiflexed position as muscles relax. The Low Profile Design allows for maximum user comfort and compliance. 
           One size fits all.

 #BADS ea. (Discount when purchasing 4 or more.)
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P e d o r t h i c  S h e e t  M a t e r i a l s
Combination Sheeting -  Save Time and Money!

The best of both densities conveniently laminated together 
to save the practitioner time and money. Used for making 
diabetic or insensitive foot orthotics.

1/8”  Pink #1 + 1/8”  White #2 Plastazote  
#AC6050    Sheet
1/4”  Pink #1 + 1/4”  White #2 Plastazote  
#AC6151    Sheet

Medium Pink/Firm White Plastazote (33” x 29”)

Plastazote/Urethane Medical/EVA Tri-Laminate
The protection of Plastazote, cushioning of Urethane and 
durable/moldable qualities of EVA laminated together to 
save time and money. Used for diabetic foot orthotics.

1/8” Pink Plastazote + 1/16” Urethane  + 1/8” EVA    
#AC238    Sheet     (37” x 30”)
1/8” Pink Plastazote + 1/8” Urethane  + 1/8” EVA         
#AC020    Sheet    (37” x 30”)

Urethane Medical/Pink Plastazote (39” x 14”)
The most versatile sheeting available. Use this material for 
diabetic and insensitive foot applications as well as for athletic 
and normal ambulatory activities. Urethane provides the shock 
absorption while plastazote molds for pressure, distribution 
and protection.
1/16” Urethane + 1/8” Pink Plastazote   
 #AC8MP116P  Sheet
1/8” Urethane + 1/8” Pink Plastazonte  
 #AC8MP118P  Sheet
1/8” Urethane + 1/4” Pink Plastazote     
 #AC4MP18P  Sheet

EVA / Medical Urethane EVA Tri-Laminate

EVA protects the Urethane and allows full molding into 
the most complex shapes. Urethane provides superior 
cushioning and resists bottoming out. Excellent forefoot 
orthotics and prosthetic liners.

1/16” Pink EVA + 1/16” Urethane + 1/8” Pink EVA    
#AC236FL    Sheet     (37” x 30”)
1/6” Blue EVA + 1/16” Urethane + 1/8” Blue EVA         
#AC236BL    Sheet    (37” x 60”)

C r e p e / E VA  S h e e t  M a t e r i a l s

Diamond Crepe: (18” x 36”) A moderately firm 
density EVA/SBR with a diamond pattern on one side. 
It is durable, resilient and thermomoldable. Excellent for 
external shoe modifications, posting and soling. Shore A 
Durometer 50 - 55. Heating tempurature 300° F 
(1 - 2 minutes)

1/4”   Diamond Crepe CR12   Sheet
5/16” Diamond Crepe CR15   Sheet
3/8”   Diamond Crepe CR18   Sheet
1/2”   Diamond Crepe CR24   Sheet 
5/8”   Diamond Crepe CR30   Sheet
3/4”   Diamond Crepe CR36   Sheet

Cloud Crepe/EVA: (18” x 36”) Durable and moldable 
moderate density EVA tht provides excellent support and 
shock absorption. Use for foot orthotics, prosthetics and all 
kinds of padding. Shore A Durometer 35 - 40.
Heating Temperature 250 - 275° F (1-2 minutes).

1/4”     Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR12 EVA  Sheet
3/8”    Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR18 EVA   Sheet
1/2”    Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR24 EVA  Sheet 
5/8”    Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR30 EVA   Sheet
3/4”    Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR36 EVA   Sheet
1”       Cloud/Ortho Crepe    CR48 EVA   Sheet

Specify color: Black, Brown, White, Sand, Grey, Red

7 iron         LU7 Sheet       
9 iron (3/16”)     LU9 Sheet  
101/2 iron         LU10 Sheet
12 iron (1/4”)     LU12  Sheet
15 iron (5/16”)   LU15  Sheet

Color: Black, Amber/Honey

Ultra-Cloud EVA: This unique soft, 
lightweight, thermoldable EVA provides long-
lasting shock protection. It may be used against 
the skin as a top cover or padding. Available in 
blue. Sheet size 18” x 36”. Durometer 17 - 20
Shore A, heating temperature 200 - 275° F
(1 - 2 minutes)

1/8” Blue Ultra Cloud UC6R     Sheet
1/4” Blue Ultra Cloud UC12R   Sheet
3/8” Blue Ultra Cloud UC18R   Sheet

Luna Crepe: (15” x 30”) 
A flexible dense outsole material 
that is extremely long lasting.
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SBS Crepe: (18” x 36”) A moderately firm density 
EVA/SBR  is the same as Diamond Crepe except both 
sides are sueded. Excellent for external modifications, 
build-ups and posting. Shore A Durometer 50 - 55. 
Heating tempurature 300° F (1 - 2 minutes)

1/8”   Smooth Crepe CR6SBS     Sheet 
1/4”   Smooth Crepe CR12SBS   Sheet
3/8” ” Smooth Crepe CR18SBS   Sheet
1/2”   Smooth Crepe CR24SBS   Sheet
5/8”   Smooth Crepe CR30SBS   Sheet
3/4”   Smooth Crepe CR36SBS   Sheet
1”     Smooth Crepe CR48SBS   Sheet

SFM: Super firm material is an excellent lightweight 
reinforcement material for foot orthotics.  Shore A Durometer 75.

1/8” SFM SDUR-00047   Sheet
1/4” SFM SDUR-00048   Sheet

All types of 
shoe repair

&
modification

products
are available.

Specify color: Black, Brown, White, Sand, Grey, Red

Specify color: Black, Brown, White, Sand, Grey, Red
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P l a s t a z o t e / P o r o n / C o r k

White Plastazote: (Firm #2) (34” x 34”): 
When firmer support is needed, use as a 
molded insole or as an orthotic base. When 
heated, it combines with other densities for 
an ideal “sandwich” of lightweight cushioning 
and support.

1/8” White Plastazote #7053312 Sheet
1/4” White Plastazote #7053314 Sheet
1/2” White Plastazote #7053316 Sheet

Plastazote
Pink Plastazote(Medium #1)(40” x 30”): Medium density Plastazote that 
is the ideal choice in geriatric and diabetic foot therapy. Used as a topcover 
for diabetic and arthritic patients.

Black Plastazote (Rigid #3) (37” x 25”) : A rigid density Plastazote 
for use as an orthotic splint, shell, posting, reinforcement layer or for 
shoe elevations.   

Medical Cellular Urethane
Medical Cellular Urethane:  An excellent shock absorber that can 
be used in a sport orthotic or as full protection material for the diabetic 
or arthritic patient. It is a padding material that will not bottom-out. It 
grinds and glues easily. This material is compression-set resistant, 
shock absorbing and has a breathable cell structure. Not heat moldable.

Urethane Medical - Abraided 1-Side - Blue
1/16” Poron (54” x 18”)   #AC60AB6    Sheet
1/8” Poron   (54” x 18”)   #AC60AB8    Sheet
1/4” Poron   (54” x 18”)   #AC60AB4   Sheet

Urethane Medical - Abraided 2-Sides - Blue 
1/16” Poron (54” x 18”)   #AC60ABB6  Sheet
1/8”   Poron (54” x 18”)   #AC60ABB8  Sheet
1/4”   Poron (54” x 18”)   #AC60ABB4  Sheet
Urethane Medical - Abraided 2-Sides - Tan
1/8”   Poron (54” x 18”)   #AC60TABB8  Sheet

Urethane Medical + Blue Cloth Cover
1/16”  Covered Poron Medical (42” x 18”)     #AC60B6DR   Sheet  
1/8”    Covered Poron Medical (42” x 18”)     #AC60B8DR   Sheet      

C o r k

Thermocork (36” x 44”) :  A strong flexible cork composite that is 
heat formable and will not bottom out. It is used as a firm base for 
total contact orthotics,when the patient’s weight is a factor or when 
the practitioner chooses to form it directly over a positive model.

Durometer = 60+  Molding Temperature = 170°F

1/8” Thermocork      #80132   Sheet
3/16” Thermocork    #80133   Sheet
1/4” Thermocork      #80134   Sheet

EvaCork (Cork/EVA mix):  A unique combination 
of cork and EVA, used to produce a lightweight, 
heat moldable, very firm orthotic. It can be used 
for modifications and posting and may be spot 
modified. Grindable.

Durometer = 63+  Molding Temperature = 300°F

1/8” EvaCork     (28” x 38”)    #AC1340   Sheet
1/4” EvaCork     (28” x 38”)    #AC1342   Sheet
3/8” EvaCork     (32” x 40”)    #AC1343   Sheet
1/2” EvaCork     (28” x 38”)    #AC1344   Sheet

Leather Skins
Full Grain Pig Skin: A thin lightweight skin 
commonly used as a top or bottom cover for foot 
orthotics. 2 - 21/2 oz. Sold by the sheet. Priced by 
the square foot of the sheet. Color: Natural.  

Orthopedic Cowhide: A 21/2 - 3 oz. leather skin used as a topcovering 
for foot orthotics. Sold by the sheet. Priced by the square foot of the sheet. 

  #PIG  Sheet

Cream     #OCHC  Sheet Pearl       #OCHP  Sheet

    1/8” Pink Plastazote #7051412 Sheet
    3/16” Pink Plastazote #7051413 Sheet
    1/4” Pink Plastazote #7051414 Sheet
    1/2” Pink Plastazote #7051416 Sheet
    1” Pink Plastazote #7051418 Sheet
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Spencore® : Trusted by certified pedorthists and orthotic lab technicians 
for over 30 years, SpenCore® Material remains the leading cover 
stock choice for shock absorption, impact reduction, and overall foot 
comfort. Four-way stretch fabric helps reduce friction and shear. Silpure 
Antimicrobial helps control foot odor.

Spencore® Top Cover Material

5/32”    (42” x 48”)   Blue       #70912BLU   Sheet
5/32”    (42” x 48”)   Black      #70912BLK   Sheet
1/16”    (42” x 48”)   Black      #40733         Sheet   

Diabetic Bilaminate Sheet
When a prefabricated diabetic insert just won’t do, use this laminate 
designed to meet the requirements of the therapeutic shoe bill. 1/8” Pink 
Plastozote is combined with the 1/4” Blue 40 Durometer EVA for easy 
molding. Sheet size is 40” x 30”

#MATCUST3 ea.

    1/8” Black Plastazote   #7054112 Sheet 
    1/4” Black Plastazote  #7054114 Sheet
    1/2” Black Plastazote   #7054116 Sheet  

Silver Plastazote (30” x 40”): An extra firm shore A 50º hardness 
closed cell cross-linked polyethylene foam.  It provides an excellent 
lightweight and moldable base layer to foot orthotics fabricated for people 
with diabetic related problems.  Use in conjunction with medium pink 
plastazote or combination sheeting.

3/16” Silver Plastazote  #7055913 Sheet 
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Big Foot Impression Foam

Using the highest quality foam available and large enough to fit most 
patients, Big Foot Impression Foam is used to take an impression of a 
patient’s foot that will fit perfectly and match the foot size, shape and arch. 
There is no system that can match the convenience and accuracy of Big 
Foot Impression Foam when taking a negative impression of a patient’s 
foot. Available in boxed trays or bulk. 
(14” x 6” x 21/4”)

 #1123 Boxed (12 pairs)    Case
 #11221 Bulk (12 pairs)       Case

Sole Protective Sheeting:  The new
standard in protective soling material. These 1.5mm 
sheets are long-lasting, easy to glue and easy to 
replace. they will not break apart. Colors: Black, 
Brown, Tan and White. 18” x 36”. 
#CISGBK ea.

Sole Materials

Finerib Sole Protector:   1/8” thick sole 
protector that provides enhanced traction. 
Colors: Black, Brown and Oak. 18” x 36”. 
#SO6RIB ea.

Leather Soling:   Lightweight for women’s 
work or heavyweight for men’s work. Sold by the 
sheet and priced by the pound.

Men’s (Thick)       #MOL     Sheet
Women’s (Thin)         #WOL    Sheet

Vulcrepe (Wide Rib) Soling:  A durable 
soling material used as an outsole to help prevent 
slipping. Colors: Black or Brown. Size:18” x 36”.  
Thickness: 10.5 iron. #VU105    ea.

Fineline Heeling/Soling:  A hard rubber 
sheeting with a fine line design for more traction. 
The 18R (3/8”) heeling slab is commonly used to 
make metatarsal bars. 

     12 Iron (1/4”)     #S12R ea.
     15 Iron (5/16”)     #S15R ea.
     18 Iron (3/8”)     #S18R ea.

Rubber Soling

Composit ion (Rubber) Soling:  Hard rubber used for posting 
material or outsoles. Colors: Black, Brown and Oak. 18” x 36”.

Repair Products

Impression Foam

 
These anatomically correct cork/latex footbeds, are 
manufactured by Birkenstock especially for the repair of 
excessively worn sandals. Pair with Birkenstock crepe 
and the original upper for sandals that are good as new. 
Sizing: Euro 35 - 49 (Wom 4 - 111/2/Men’s 7 - 15)
#B14121 pr.

Birkenstock®Classic 	Suede	
Lined	Cork/Latex	Footbed

5 Iron       #S05 ea.
7 Iron  #S07 ea.
9 Iron (3/16”) #S09 ea.
10.5 Iron  #S0105 ea.
12 Iron (1/4”) #S012 ea.

Dog	Bone®	Cork	Sandal 	Sole 	Sheets

This EVA material is soft, flexible and 
lightweight to provide cushioning and 
shock absorption. the “Birk” tread has 
deep continuous grooves to make 
the soles slip resistant and durable. 
Colors: Black, Brown and White. 
3/8” thickness.

#DOG  ea.
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Birkenstock®Blue	Orthotic 	Footbed:	
See page 6. 

Birkenstock®
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Vibram® Soles

Working from the bottom up. Vibram® provides innovative, performance-proven products that deliver 
consistent quality. Vibram® has developed special compounds for different applications of footwear.

#V100 -  Montagna® Full  Sole:
The Vibram® lug sole. Use with style #100 heel. 22 iron. Black.
(Matching heels avai lable)
#V132 -  Montagna® Block Unit  Sole:
Remains the quality soling choice for rugged outdoor wear.19 iron 
forepart, 51 iron heel. Black.
#V148 -  Kletterl i f t  Unit  Sole: 
Classic lug sole. Requires heel wedge.15 Iron. Black.
#V1276 -  Sierra Unit  Sole: 
For use on casual, outdoor and military footwear. 18 Iron. Black, 
and Camel.

Designed for application in the work, military, trekking/hiking and 
outdoor footwear catagories.The compounds provide high abrasion 
and long wearing characteristics. Some compounds are oil resisting.

Maintains its slip resisting characteristics in cold temperatures and on 
wet surfaces. These soles have the characteristics of rubber with half 
the weight. 

#V1705 -  Stowe Men’s Gumlite® Lug Unit  Sole: 
Classic mini lug designed for men’s casual and outdoor footwear. 
16 iron forepart, 38 iron heel. Black or Brown.
#V1716 -  Oxford Unit  Sole: 
12 iron forepart, 36 iron heel. Black or Brown.
#V1743 -  Bologna Men’s Unit  Sole: 
15 iron forepart, 49 iron heel. Black or Brown.
#V1757 -  Middlebury Sole: 
Designed with large lugs for comfort and durability. Ideal for casual 
footwear. 22 iron forepart, 53 iron heel. Black.

Vibram® Morflex® Unit  Soles and Cushion Unit  Soles

Morflex® soles are made with an advanced micro-cellular soling compound. 
Morflex is one-third the weight of composition rubber. It is extremely resilient 
with great bounce combining foot support with comfort.

Vibram® Morflex® Unit  Soles:

#V2021 -  Oil  Resisting Unit  Sole:
Full lightweight work Sole. 33 iron forepart, 57 iron heel. Black, Brown, Sand.
#V2060 -  Sport Unit  Sole:
Classic casual walking sole. 27 iron forepart, 52 iron heel. Black, Brown
and Sahara.
#V2062 -  Olympic Unit  Sole:
Ideal for rugged look comfort casuals. 22 iron forepart, 43 iron heel. Black
and Brown.
#V2070 -  Scooter Unit  Sole: 
Casual sport sole requiring wedge. 12 iron. Black, Brown and Sahara.
#V2345 -  Line-Lite Unit  Sole:
Lightweight sole for dress and casual applications. 14 iron forepart, 40 iron 
heel. Black or Brown. 

Vibram® Cushion Unit  Soles:

#V1012 -  Si lvato® Neoprene® Cushion Unit  Sole:
Oil resisting outsole for application on work and service footwear. 21 Iron 
forepart, 51 iron heel. Black.
#V4007 -  Neoprene Cushion Sole
Oil-resisting ousole designed for work and service footwear. 21 iron forepart, 
51 iron heel. Black.
#V4014 -  Christy Cushion Unit  Sole:
Suitable for work, military and service footwear. 21 iron forepart, 45 iron 
heel. Black or Natural.

Quality   •    Durabil i ty   •     Reliabil i ty

Vibram® Composit ion Soles

Vibram® Gumlite® Unit  Soles

V100 V148V132 V1705 V1716 V1743 V1757V1276
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V2021 V2070 V1012 V4007 V4014V2345V2060 V2062 V516K

V1328

#V516K - Long Haul Sole: 
The density & physical make up of this lightweight sole provide outstanding 
wear characteristics. 18 iron forepart, 56 iron heel. Compound: Newflex. 
Black or Tan.

#V1328 Elvis: 
Ideal design for orthopedic and athletic applications. 10 iron 
Compound: TC4. Black, ,Tan or White.

Solid Soles
Built for demanding environments and activities. Designed for maximum 
grip, durability and traction. They have high abrasion resistance, superior 
traction and are trimmable

Provides soft characteristics and weight reduction benefits. Applications 
ranging from lifestyle to work footwear. Lightweight, durable and trimmable.

Blown Soles


